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SGA election '96
Voting: In their own words ...
Students waver
With the April 9 and 10 SGA elections quickly approaching, attention is beginning to tum to the candidates for president and the issues that
seem to concem students the most. In a recent poll, the candidates were asked to provide brief responses. Here Is what they had to say.

on participation
BY jAKE BURGESS
STAFF WltiTEit

With Student Government
elections taking place next
week, many students are making up their minds as to who
they are going to vote for.
However, there are some students who have decided to pass
up their right to vote in the
student elections.
"I think it (the election) is
very slanted toward Greek
organizations, beca.u se Greek
organizations have different
priorities and needs than nonGreeks," said Ben Baggett,
freshman from Paducah, on
the way the election runs.
Other students don"t know
much about the candidates and
where they stand on the issues,
like Beatrice Gilliam, freshman from Paducah.
"1 know nothing about them
and don't know if they do anything anyway," she said.
While some students candidly said they are not going to
vote because they dislike the
choices, other students seem
more than satisfied with their
'96 election candidates.
"I think it's a fantastic opportunity for the students of
Murray State to select the individuals who most effectively
and wholeheartedly represent
their wants and needs, which
is what government is all
about," said Chris Yandell,
freshman from Fredonia.
Yandell is not alone in the
belief that the opportunity to
vote should be taken advantage of.
"I think that it is our right to
vote," said Tracy Davis, junior
from Bardwell. "You should
support the students that
make our University better."
While some vote on issues
alone, other:> find voting as a
way of showing support for
friends.
"I didn't know what SGA did
for me, or what it is about,"
said senior Chris Corum from
Madisonville. "But if someone
is in my fraternity or in my
club and I knew them personally, I would vote for them."
Though some students seem
set in their voting ways, the
candidates that campaign most
effectively may have the inside
track to an election day victory.
Chris Rissler, freshman from
Louisville, had not planned on
voting until he received a flyer
from one of the candidates.
"I found a flyer on my van
and the candidates message
sounded good so he'll have my
vote," Rissler said.
"I have never voted before, I
really didn't think it mattered
until I talked to a candidate
and it changed my mind," said
Jason Joyce, sophomore from
Paducah.
Elections will be held at the
Curris Center April 9 and 10.

Jay Graham
you
concept? Why? I do support the Residential College concept. I believe it will help
retention. However, I do not like the way the University has gone about implementing the program. The general attitude of the University
officials has been, "This is how we are going to do it whether you like Hor not." I don't think we are going to see the benefits of the
Residential college program until at least three or four years down the road. Therefore I think the University, especially housing, should be
extremely accommodating to students currently in the residence halls. They shouldn't get hung up on percentages of freshmen, sophomores, juniors, seniors and men and wcmen at this point. They should honor building, floor, wing, roommate, and suitemate requests first
and foremost. They should gradually wor1< in the desired percentages in the next two or three years as students move out and graduate,
2. Do you support Increasing the GPA requirements for members of SGA? Why? Yes, but on a scale of one to ten, I give It a support rating of five or six. I would like to Include this question on a survey of students next year to get a feel of what the student body feels
about the issue. 3. Do you support freshmen registering before upperclassmen? Why? No. I agree with the concept of Early Bird
Registration, but 1feel very strongly that incoming freshmen should wait until all current students have registered. 4. Do you support fee
Increases for students {I.e. the parking fee Increase that has been approved for next year)? Why? No. As Student Regent, I will
never vote for a fee Increase for students. I will always fight for the University to make efficient use of its resources before any additional
fees are assessed on the students.

1. Do you support the Residential College concept? Why? Yes. To not support the efforts paid to further involving students
and providing them with a network for social and academic support would be counter productive. However, it is a massive change
that will require a sizable amount of flexibility and adjustment. 2. Do you support Increasing the GPA requirements for members of SGA? Why? I think it is Important that the requirement Is established which both encourages those Individuals lacking an
adequate GPA to wor1< harder while at the same time allows for an academically broad and representative group of students within the Government. Student Government should be accessible to any student who puts forth the effort. 3. Do you support freshmen registering before upperclassmen? Why? In my opinion, there are ways to allow freshmen to register first without closing
those classes that upperclassmen may still need to fulfill. Upperclassmen should enjoy some privilege for their time spent at MSU,
but it does not have to be at the expense of the Incoming students. 4. Do you support fee Increases for students (I.e. the parkIng fee Increase that has been approved for next year)? Why? Naturally, no one ls In favor of arbitrary fee increases.
However, If fee Increases are proposed with an obvious and direct benefit for students (i.e. parking, library resources, computer
resources, programming), then I believe people will be more receptive. 5. Do you support the statement that the students'
voices are not often heard or .sought In decfsfona at Murray State? Why? I believe 1hat the UnivOrs ty does actually make an
attempt to include the student's opinions in the decisions made at MSU. Unfortunately, many times a very small portion of our
population has the opportunity to provide that input and the impact of that Input is seldom made public.

Derek Somerville
Dave Washburn
1. Do you support the Residential College concept? Why? Many students, especially Greeks, already have a firm bond with
Murray State. All students should have this opportunity. Residential Colleges will provide an opportunity for the voices of all students to be heard. Since the decision has already been made, it is the duty of the incoming Student Government Association
President to work with students, faculty, staff and the Board of Regents to make sure the Residential College concept is implemented property. 2. Do you support Increasing the GPA requirement• for members of SGA? Why? I support this proposed
requirement increase. Currently students must have at least a 2.25 GPA to go through social fraternity and sorority rush. In an
institute lor higher education, it makes sense to me that all SGA members maintain high academic standards and a majority of
senators agree w1th me (over half). Unfortunately, when the proposed change was put to a vote, the senate could not raise the
thirds majority needed to amend the constitution. 4. Do you support fee Increases for etudente (I.e. the parking fee
Increase that has been approved for next year}? Why? I only support fee increases that are executed for a good reason. The
1oonara1 consensus among students is that a par1<ing problem exists. Even with a $10 increase, we remain among the lowest In the
If this $10 can be used to solve the apparent parking problem, then 1t is money well spent. As far as tuition Increases are
INlirlr.IRimiRft1 The Student Government Association and the Board of Regents can only petition the Council on Higher Education.
council appointed by the Governor sets tuition for all public two and four year institutions in the state. The president of SGA
no direct control over tuition.

Source: candidates for

SGA president

See CANDIDATES/16

Kassing reflects on presidency, responsibilities
Term as Regent
has great impact
on MSU policies
BY JENNIFER POTIER
ASSISTANT MANAGING EDITOR

As a voting member of the
Board of Regents, Brum
Kassing, current student government president, shoulders a
great deal of responsibility as
the link between the student
body and the administration.
In this capacity, he is the
voice of students, presenting
their concerns and exercising

News

his right to vote for or against
any' proposed legislation.
In reflection, Kassing voted
for some unpopular measures
this year, but in each instance,
1t was in what he believed to be
in the best interests of students
and the University.
Records from the Board of
Regents meetings show that
Kassing voted for an increase
in the parking fees and the creation of a technology fee.
Kassing said he voted for the
fees because they were necessary for improvements on campus that h11ve been causing
problems for students.
"All the money is to go toward

parking
improvements,"
Kassing said. "J would not have
supported it otherwise."
He said the new technology
fee is something that most
other schools already have in
place and is needed to bring
technology at ~1urray State up
to a competitive level.
The Board of Regents also
passed an increase of 4.6 percent in housing and a 3.6 percent increase in meal plans and
tuition. Kassing·voted yes to all
three measures.
He said the increases were in
keeping with the recent rise in
inflation. The increase was proposed state\\oide and was some-

Charles Collins, independent candidate for president.
spoke on campus
Wednesday.

3

Rabbit Reviews

not reach the Board of Regents
was a higher GPA requirement
for SGA officers. The proposal
failed in the Student Senate.
Kassing said the recommendation split the Senate, but was
defeated. He said opposing
opinions were that if the GPA
were too high, it would not fairly represent the student body.
On the other hand, Kassing
said if an officer's GPA was low,
he or she should be concentrating more on school.
As his term draws to a close,
and Kassing relinquishes the
responsibilities of the presidency, three others wait eagerly in
the wings to take his place.

Index

Sports

College Life

Collins speaks out

thing the university had to do.
"The Board of Student Body
Presidents, made up of all the
student body presidents across
the state, agreed to vote for it,"
Kassing said. "It was lower
than the last increase. It was a
compromise, and we felt it was
in line with inflation. If it had
been 5 or 6 percent, we wouldn't have voted for it."
Kassing said they asked that
the extra money be used to
make necessary repairs and
renovations.
"I feel that the state has
finally taken the burden off
students," Kassing said.
One item of business that did

jump for joy

Bunny movies may help students
staying on campus for
Easter ward off the
bunny blues.

9

The Murray State track team celebrated their first
win in two years at
home Saturday.

12
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Volunteer at WKMS

The MW'I'IIY State News
A.prU 5, 1996

WEEK IN PREVIEW

MSU's public radio station, 91.3 FM WKMS, is looking for volunteers who would like to get experience working at a professional radio station. Regular weekly positions are available as
well as fill-in jobs.
The only qualifications are an ability to read aloud well, a
pleasant voice and musical knowledge. Training in basic radio
operations will be provided.
Additional volunteer positions at WKMS include
promotion/outreach and music librarian. For more information
call Grady Kirkpatrick at 762-4359.

Friday, April 5
.Cinema International - "Tatie Danielle," 7:30 p.m .• Curris Center
Theater. No admission charge.

Saturday, April 6
•Barrel race - NBHA-sanctioned barrel racing, 5 p.m ., West
Kentucky Exposition Center.
.Cinema International - "Tatie Danielle," 7:30 p.m., Curris Center
Theater. No admission charge.

Pick up your Shield

Sunday, April 7
•Listening series - A program called, "A Season for Liberation and
Resurrection.• on WKMS 91.3 will air at 5 p.m.

The 1996 Shield will be ready for distribution on April 9
through April19 from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., in room 121 of
Wilson Hall. Students, faculty and staff should present an MSU
ID when picking up their yearbook. After Aprill9 yearbooks
may then be picked up in the Shield office, room 116 of Wilson
Hall.
In addition, the Shield is also selling some older yearbooks:
1970-1990 yearbooks will be $5 and 1991-1994 yearbooks will be
$15. The older yearbooks are available in limited amounts. For
more information call Bob McGaughey at 762-2387.

Monday, April 8
•Interviews - Student Ambassador interviews, 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.,
in the Curris Center.
•Meeting - MSU dance team try-out interest meeting, 5 p.m., Racer
Arena.

Tuesday, April 9
•Elections ·Student Government elections, 2 p.m. to 7 p.m., Currfs
Center Ballroom.
-Meeting - Environmental Action Coalition, 6 p.m., room 251,
Blackburn Science Building.
•Recital - Martha Saywell, student recital, piano, 8 p.m., Farrell
Recital Hall, In the Doyle Fine Arts Center.

Poetry contest
The National Library of Poetry has announced that $24,000 in
prizes will be awarded this year to over 250 poets in the North
American Open Contest.
Every poem entered also has a chance to be published in an
anthology.
The poem should be no more than 20 lines, and the poets'
name and address should appear on the top of the page.
To enter, send one original poem, any subject or style, to The
National Library of Poetry, 11419 Cronridge Dr., P.O. Box 7041987, Owings Mills, Md. 21117. Entries must be postmarked by
April15.

Wednesday, April 10

Danny Voweii/Photo Editor
David DeVoss, Public Safety Officer, lowers the American flag
fro m the flagpo le between Wilson Hall and the Western
Kentucky Small Business Development Center, keeping with the
tradition of not letting the sun set on the flag.
Lt.

Learn calligraphy
A six-week course for individuals who want to learn calligraphy will be held from April 9 through May 14. Class will be held
every Tuesday from 7 to 9 p.m. in the Collins Center of
Industry and Technology.
Marilyn Alberts, the instructor, will present students with
opportunities to utilize their calligraphy skills through activities
such as addressing an envelope, creating personalized stationary
and designing a monogram.
The registration fee of $75 includes all class supplies such as
pens, ink, nibs and practice paper.

•Elections - Student Government elections, 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.,
Curris Center Ballroom.
•All Campus Sing - Greek and independent organizations compete
in a songfest, 4 p.m., in front of Lovett Auditorium.
•Public forum - Ed Whitfield, 4:30 p.m., Curris Center Dance
Lounge. Sponsored by College Republicans.
•Recital - Esther Dowdy, student recital, flute, 6:30p.m., Farrell
Recital Hall, in the Doyle Fine Arts Center.
•Recital - Woodwind Chamber music recital, 8 p.m., Farrell Recital
Hall, in the Doyle Fine Arts Center.

Thursday, April 11

Prepare for the LSAT
The LSAT course is scheduled for Sundays from 2 to 5 p.m.
beginning April 7 and running through June 2. The course will
be held in room 106 of the Industry and Technology Building.
The LSAT Test Prep course includes 27 hours of instruction
plus unlimited use of the video library. For more information
call John Griffin at 762-2160.

-conference - "Addressing Global Concerns MSU Student
Conference," 6 to 9 p.m., third floor, Curris Center.
•Meeting - AA(KYCYPAA) meeting, 6:30 p.m. Ohio Room, Curris
Center. Future host of the Kentucky Conference for Young People
In Alcoholics Anonymous.
•Musical - "Little Shop of Horrors," 8 p.m., Robert E. Johnson
Theater.

VoTE FoR .

Seniors

Jason
Rouse

a

• Murray State has Pell Grants, Stafford Loans,
Graduate Assistantships and Part-time student
work available to help finance your
graduate degree .
• A low interest Stafford Loan can provide up to
l
$18,500 per year for graduate study.

..

Contact your departmental chair or call tlze coordinator of
graduate studies at 762-6464 for details on
graduate programs at Murray State.

Senator-At-Large
of Student Government Association

., #3 on the Ballot
<. . .

_. Freshman Senator
Dedicated to representing
the students fairly
April 9 & 10
Paid for by candidate
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Independent candidate speaks at MSU
that be fair? The people in
STAff WRITIR
California, and the people
across the rest of the country,
Charles Collins, independent are being deprived of the opporpresidential hopeful, brought tunity to vote for a candidate
his message of economic free- who might pose an alternadom, traditional values and tive."
strict constitutionalism to
He said that in cases which
Murray State on Wednesday.
name the United States as a
Collins, a self-proclaimed party, the Supreme Court has
"businessman and a states- original jurisdiction.
man," also spoke of plans to sue
1
'That means that we don't
the United States government, have to go to the district courts,
claiming that ballot access laws or the court of appeals. We're
are unconstitutional. He is cur- going straight to the Supreme
rently endeavouring to get his Court."
name on ballots across the
The main issue in the Collins
nation.
campaign is the elimination of
"States can, under section
four (of article one of The the Federal Reserve System,
Constitution), determine the and a return of those powers to
times and places to elect the the federal government. Collins
explained that by doing this,
senators and representatives,"
"After one year in office, we
Collins said. As for article two,
would have no national debt."
which deals with the executive
Gilbert Mathis, chair of the
branch and therefore the presidepartment
of economics and
dent, "It does not say that
finance,
doubted
the validity of
states can set dates and times
this
statement.
and matters and qualifica"I don't think that abolishing
tions," Collins said. "It's not
the
Feder al Reserve System
fair. So we're going to have to
will
do
away with the national
sue the United States of
debt," Mathis said.
America."
Along with the discontinuaCollins said that laws in the
various states are so different tion of the Federal Reserve
they are unfair to potential Board, the other main planb
in the platform are, according
candidates.
"If it takes 200 signatures in to a pamphlet handed out at
the state of Washington, and the program::
takes 147,000 signatures in the • To pay off the national debt.
state of California, how can • "Abolish the Federal Income
Bv

C.D.

March 28
1 :21 p.m. There was an accident involving a university bus In the Curris
Center Parking Lot No injuries were reported.
1 :49 p.m. Another auto accident involving a University van occurred in
the Curris Center parking lot.
1:49 p.m. There was a report of students throwing objects from the
Chestnut Street overpass.
10:04 p.m. An alleged assault between a male and female was reported. The Incident is under investigation.

BRADLEY

March 29
12:32 a.m. Thomas Wayne Mercer was arrested, charged for driving
under the influence, and held in Calloway County jail. Mercer was also
charged with an improper stop, no registration receipt, and no proof of
insurance.
1:15 p.m. Kendra Belcher reported the back glass of her vehicle had
been broken out while parked near the Lutheran Church near 15th and
Main streets.
1:17 p.m. Jessica Leininger reported the theft of a license plate from her
vehicle.
6:21 p.m. Christopher W. Coats was arrested and charged with first
degree criminal trespassing after being asked numerous times to leave
a room in Elizabeth Hall.
March 31
8:07 p.m . A female resident passed out in Springer Hall and was transported to the Calloway County Hospital.
11 :46 p.m. There was a report of gun shots near Regents Hall.

Aprll1
Danny Vowell/ Photo Editor

Charles Collins delivers his message Wednesday afternoon.

Tax and the intrusive IRS.
Create a national 5 percent
capped consumption tax with 2
percent cap on food and medicine."
• "Restore the Constitution and
rescind all executive orders."
• "Withdraw from the United
Nations."
Collins also opposes abortion,
and supports overturning Roe
vs. Wade, the lan~mark

Supreme Cour t decision legalizing abortion. He would turn
over the power to each state to
decide the issue.
According to information
given out at the address which
was sponsored by the MSU
Independents, Collins graduated Phi Beta Kappa and valedictorian from the University of
Georgia. He majored in politicaJ science and government.

2:57p.m. An auto accident occurred near Sparks Hall. No injuries were
reported.
4:50 p.m. Scott Overby of 803 College Courts reported the theft of his
telephone.
9:32 p.m. Caller reported hearing gun shots near Regents Hall. Nothing
was found.

Aprll3
9:41 a.m. Pat Bray of the music department reported the theft of the
sound system from the old Baptist Church Building.

Racer Patrol Escorts- 8
Motor Assists- 8
Information for Police Beat was gathered and compiled by the Murray
State News staff from materials available to the pubhc at the Public
Safety office.

I-TV, night classes enhance summer school opportunities
BY MELOOI BROWN
Warna

STAFF

If students cannot make it to campus for summer school courses, there may be a way for them
to attend the same classes without traveling the
distance.
This summer, a number of courses will be
taught by interactive television in three locations:
Paducah
Community
College,
Madisonville
Community
College
and
Hopkinsville Community College.
"The courses are beamed to those locations
through interactive television," said Bill Price,
assistant dean of the College of Education.
"It is all real time; there is no lapse. The stu-

dents can see the professors and the professors
can see the students ."
"The cameras, operated by instructors in the
classrooms, are voice activated so the professors
and students can communicate well," he said.
Price said most of the students enrolled in
summer courses in the education department
are graduate students.
"A great deal of teachers come in the summer
to further their education," he said.
"I would say between 70 percent and 75 percent of all summer students are education students."
"We are offering the interactive television
courses in one and two week periods, as well as
longer sessions," he said. "We are also offering

graduate courses at night, which is something
we have not done before."
Summer school courses are being offered in
short periods £o try to fit more peoples' schedules.
Danny Harrison, dean of the College of
Business, said the University is currently trying
to increase the accessibility of courses to students. By compacting a regular summer school
course into one intense week of class, t hose who
are busy during the summer could possibly
attend.
"We are offering classes in one and two week
periods to accommodate those who may have
full-time jobs," he said.
"Those such as bankers, who would not nor -

April 9 and 10
Curris Center Theater

Vote # 3

Vote # 1

Vote • 2

mally be able to attend summer school, could
possibly take a week of vacation for classes."
Price said the summer program has run into
one problem so far, dealing with student availa bility.
"Due to the fact that the school districts have
let school out so much for snow, they have to
make those days up well into June," he said.
"Summer courses start at the end of May, and
some districts will attend school until June 11.
Many teachers and students will not be able to
attend that first week of class."
Price said although those students who miss
more than the first week may not be able to ful.,
fill class requirements, the University will try to
make special arrangements .

-(l;liA.

The sisters of

~~Ipha Delta Pi
~}

would like to thank
the brothers of

Alpha Gamma Rho
for a great mixer!
Theres no QUESTION about it!!

Dave Washburn

President
• Senior Man of the Year
• UCB Publicity Officer
two years
• Summer Orientation Counselor
two years
• Ads Club President
• Student Ambassador
• Summa Cum Laude Grad.

Meredith Major

Heather Hawkins

Secretary
Vice
President
• Senator Business and Public
Affairs
• Panhellenic President Elect
• Summer Orientation Counselor
• Student Ambassador
• Residential College Publicity
Committee

• Senator at Large
• Student Leadershlp
Development Board
• Summer Orientation Counselor
• Social Sorority Secretary
• General Education Review
Committee
• Student Ambassador

Put Experience to Work for You.

~

...

only one is empty!
Jesus says,
"I am the resutTeCtion and the life!" John 11:25
"Because I live, you also will live." John 14:19

Good Friday service April 5, 7 p.m.
Easter Vigil service April 6 , 7 p.m.
Sunday service April 7, 10:15 a.

Immanuel Lutheran Church
100 S . 15th St.
(on the corner of 15th and Main)
For more information call: 7 53-6 712

VIEWPOINT
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IN OUR",O PINION

Send

Remember
to vote
The upcoming elections for Student Government
Association offices should provoke students to get
involved in how their University is being run.
~ with any campaign, those individuals running
for an office are overflowing with ideas on how to
improve the campus, and are making promises on
what they intend to do if they are elected.
Unfortunately, those individuals running sound
more like Washington politicians than students trying to help other students.
Your job is to chose who you want to fight for your
concerns and protect your privileges.
The SGA office was created so students could have
an active voice in how their education and campus
life would be run.
Those individuals elected are here for you and you
should use them to the fullest extent.
Dem~nd that they live up to your expectations.
Demand that they do what they say they are going
to do, and remember the next SGA president will be
a voting member of the Board of Regents.
Whether or not you pay more or less in fees or participate in the new residential college plan depends
on how much you care about this election.

We have an
alternative
Students have expressed their desire to have more
than just country concerts at Murray State. Now
that the University is bringing an alternative rock
band here, no one is expressing any interest.
This is a region that is not able to bring in big
name entertainment at will, so the University
Center Board should be commended on working as
h~rd as they have to get a band like the Gin
Blossoms to come to Murray State.
We have a rare opportunity to enjoy the same kind
of entertainment we are usually willing to drive to
Memphis, Evansville, and Nashville to enjoy.
If you don't take advantage of this opportunity now
you'll pay more for it in the long run.

111 Wilson Hall
2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 42071-3301

Jonathan Oliver

those
signals
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Life teaches lessons
To the editor:
As educators,. we are always
looking for the real-life experiences which will help us put
theory into practice; that such
moment has happened this
semester . In the ENG 101
classes at Murray State
University, my students and I
have examined issues and the
power of the academic argument in addressing and
responding to these issues. We
have read varied essays, editorials, and position papers, and
we have discussed the messages and methods the writers
uae to -support their positions.
By doing this, I feel as if the
students leave this class with
an appreciation of the power of
the pen when evidence is clearly and rationally presented.
However, my job would not
be complete if I did not apprise
them of one of the painful realities of the real word, which is:
sometimes even clearly presented evidence fails to convince someone or some people
who occupy seats of authority.
In other wor ds, welcome to
the real world of politics! That
is always a lesson worth teaching.
Such a power play has stifled
the efforts of the Alpha Sigma
Phi fraternity to purchase a
home located on Murray's Main
Street.
Although I did not attend the
Zoning Board meetings, I have
followed the proceedings closely in the local newspapers and
news programs. While I caution my students against the
usc of inflammatory and sar-

castic language in an academic
argument, let me just say to
them, "wrong is wrong."
Let us examine the facts.
Currently, there are three fra·
temity houses and one sorority
house located on Murray's historic Main Street.
Although I am not a resident
in the Main Street neighborhood, I do notice as I frequently
drive by these houses that the
properties are clean, attractive
and relatively free of overcrowded parking lots. But, let's
face it; anywhere students can
congregate, there ought to be
signs that students are there as
supportive members, patrons
and spectators.
Somehow we do not complain
that students fill our grocery
stores, restaurants, shopping
areas, churches and entertainment parking lots, we simply
do not want them as "neighbors." And, since I'm on the
subject of neighbors, let me
simply add about being taught:
"Love your neighbor." Is someone forgetting a basic here?
This issue boils down to intolerance and green stuff-and I
do not mean grass. I just wonder how many current residents have moved into the area
knowing that fraternity and
sorority houses were already in
residence on main Street.
Did the presence of such
"undesirable neighbors" deter
them from purchasing their
homes? Do you really believe
that living next door or across
the street form a Greek organization's house devalues your
property?

It is unfortunate that the
Alpha Sigma Phi organization
was singled out, because I do
feel as if they could improve the
property instead of trashing it.
You are talking about some
quality people!
Several times this year I
have encouraged my students
to "f'md a way."
We can ill afford to equip
these young people with the
bodies, minds and spirits to get
things done and then stop them
from doing them because their
way is not our way.
If persons cannot "move and
shake" because of others' control, they must either reshape
the argument so that it is convincing or look at alternatives
which would guarantee the
same outcomes.
My point is while I realize
this group of young men is disappointed at the outcomes and
results of their work so far,
they should not stop looking for
ways to achieve their goalthat of having an affordable,
attractive and conveniently
located home for their fraternity.
I applaud the efforts of the
leadership of the fraternity, its
advisers and members.
I encourage them to continue
with the same energy level,
determination and dedication
that they have exhibited thus
far.
I know good things are bound
to happen for them in the
future.
Bobbie Weatherly
Murray
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improvement?
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It amazes me why most
everyone you talk to these
days is in such a hurry to buy
a new car.
I drive a 1985 Chevy S-10,
and while it is not as technologically advanced as vehicles
on the market today, it does
have one option cars today,
especially
those
in
In
Murray,
seem to be
My
missing-a
Opinion
turn signal.
Now
drivers
depend on
little
maneuvers
such
as
slamming
kELLY
on
their
HICkS
brakes,
Viewpoint
changing
EditOf
l a n e s
quickly,
and pulling out in front of you
as a way of signaling they are
about to change direction.
For years now I have just
assumed people were becoming afflicted with some incurable disease in their left hand
which prevented them from
moving it up or down to acti·
vate their signals.
Since this epidemic has not
made it into any medical journals I've come across, I can
only assume after 1985 car
manufacturers decided to stop
making the tum signa1 a s~dard option.
~
However, 1 have noticed a
few cars with a continuous
blinking signal.
My guess is this is a standard option for drivers over SOyears-old, or for those individuals with a short term memory.
1 guess the purpose of a continuous blinking signal would
be to let the other drivers on
the road know your car has the
capability to turn, you're just
not sure when.
I blame the new air bag safety systems for the destruction
of the turn signal.
Obviously there was not
enough room in the steering
wheel for both, so the designers were left with the awesome
task of deciding between the
two.
I guess it is better to live
through a crash than to let
other drivers know which
direction you intend to go at a
high rate of speed.
I hold no ill will against
those of you who don't have a
turn signal, or do have one,
but are not sure how to use it
properly.
At least the universal signal
for "you cut me off," is still in
tact.

The Murray State News
welcomes
commentaries and letters to the
editor. Letters should be
300 words or less and
must
be
signed.
Contributors
should
include addresses and
phone numbers, for verification. Please include
hometown, classification, title or relation to
The University. To submit a guest commentary
call 762-4468. The
News reserves the right
to edit for style and
length. Published letters
are 'kept on file for
inspection in The News
office in Wilson Hall.
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Dispute surfaces over arena seatin
BY MICHEllE STINNETT
REI'ORTEl

Imagine yourself sitting in
class on a Monday night during
basketbalJ season and a home
game is about to begin. To your
surprise, your teacher lets the
class go early. You sprint
acr oss the campus to Racer
Arena to catch the game, but to
your dismay there are other
people from the community sitting in what you thought was
the student section.
This scenerio was true for
many Murray State students
this past basketball season.
The reason for this problem is
Lhat there isn't an official student section in Racer Arena.
The Athletic director's secretary, J anet Futrell, said the
section that Murray State students consider to be their's is
really a general admission section with first-come frrst-serve
tickets sold to the public. The
price of these tickets is $7.
Last season there were 15
home basketball games counting the exibition games. At $7
a piece the cost for general
admission would be $105 for
the section.
This is $25 less than the $130
activity fee students pay each
semester.
David Chatman, freshman
from Mayfield, is concerned he
is not getting his money's
worth out of his activity fees.
~As much money th at my parents have put into this school
so far this year, not counting

the money given before I
entered school, it is rediculous
that we don't have a designated
student section."
The fact that there is not an
official section has raised the
eyebrovrs of some students on
campus. "I think it is very
important for MSU students to
support our teams," said
Christy Haire, senior from
Owensboro, " If we don't have a
designated place to sit then we
don't have the opportunity to
support the team."
According to the resolution
passed by the student senate in
January 1992, a suggestion
was made to the Board of
Regents for the student section
in t he Regional Special Events
Center. The resolution states
"The Murray State University
Student
Govenunent
Association requests that the
Board of Regents take into consideration and in the new
arena have bleachers in the
endzone next to the Racer
bench and across from the
Racer bench for the student
body."
This is the current location
that students believe they occupy.
Athletic Director, Mike
Strickland is working with
. SGA to come up with a plan for
the student section in the
Special Events Center. "Now
and this summer we will be setting up the seating arrangement for the arena. We would
like to get some student input."
There is a committee meeting

-Andy lee/Staff
Some members of the Student Government Association have recently voiced concerns abo ut prese nt and future seating for basketball games.

planned to discuss the student
section and to hear students
opinions. A date has not been
set for the meeting at this time.
"We as a student body need to

be pro-active on this matter
and not let it slip through the
cracks," said Jay Graham,
irregular student from Fulton.

Student fees set to c

Activity Fees Across the .State
Afthaugh there tends to be the ~ milconC8pliOn that the
..._ of each student's adlvlly fee at Murray S1lte li earmarked
for athleb, the follOWing graphic ~howe that, .in lletUalty, the
tqe portion of the student aCtMty fee Ia placed Into th6
amlb1guoua General Fund. Here'.& how ttMt atudent acllvtty tee Is
broken doWn here at MSU aa well aa olt\lf college8 In

Kentucky.

BY MICHELLE STINNETT
REPOitUl

As the semester draws to an
end , students prepar e their
schedules for next year and
departments prepare their Mw
budgets and next year's fees for
students. Among these fees are
two changes from this year.
The price of a parking tag is
going up to $20 for students
and faculty, and another
change for students is the new
$20 technology fee.
The increase of the parking
~g fee was a recomendation by
the Faculty Senate par king
committee. Vice-president of
university
relations
and
Adminstration,
John
Fitzgibbon said that the
increase is contributed to the
the accumulated costs over the
past years. "We have improved
the parking at MSU over the
past years. We have built more
parking lots, paved gravel lots
and improved the lighting in
the parJting lots. •

Murray Stata-.$130
Broken down:
Athlellca
Student Heefth
SGA .
Genenil Fund

..
$20

$10

ss

Once $35 of each student's actMty fee Is subtracted,
remaining $95 from each student Ia pooled In the General Fund
and another $50,000 Is taken out of the General Fund and
given to athletics. Student Building fee Is $10.

University Of Kentucky•••$165
Allow& admission to athfetlc events, but students must
obtain tickets to football and basketball games with 1.0.
Basketball tickets are decided by a lottery.
Scott Nanney/Staff
The president and provost are furnished with their own parking spaces outside W e lls HaJI.

The technology fee is being
asessed to students in order to
advance technology on campus.
The new fee will enable the
University to lay fiber optics
across campus to set up the

technological infra-structure
and move Murray State into
the 21st century.
Fitzgibbon said the fee would
contribute some funding to the
improvement of student labs in

Faculty Hall and The Learning
Center, along with improving
technology on campus. "We will
be able to set up networking in
buildings and eventually link
buildings across campus."

University of Loulsvllle•••$50
No pert<s. The money Ia distributed by Student Alfafrs in
conjunction wtth Stud$n1 Government. Student Building fee $15.

Western Kentuclty•••$11 0.50
Aocesa to athletic events, Student Health and various
adlvltles
SocRe: SGA Oftloe
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Story causes discussions, modifications in policy
anywhere
in
this
ties at the house at
Commonwealth,
provided
STAFF WRITER AND
which alcohol was pre- ' '
such investigation relates
sent. The rugby team
CHRIS CAMPBELL
There is no doubt in my mind that
to criminal offenses which
STAff WRITER
currently uses the house
(the
property)
is
controlled
by
the
occurred
on proper ty
to hold functions before
owned,
leased,
or con·
Don Robertson, vice president of and after games with
University.
the
University."
trolled
by
teams.
student affairs, accepted responsibili- visiting
"There is no doubt in
ty for any faux pas made in decisions Permission to use he
my mind that (the properregarding jurisdiction policies con- house was granted by
MSU president
Kern
ty) is controlled by the
cerning the old Kappa Alpha house.
Tim Miller University," said Tim I.
In the March 7 issue of The Murray Alexander.
S tate News, it was reported that
Robertson said that - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Miller, director of the
MSU Foundation.
Robertson told Joe Green, associate when he told Green that
director of Public Safety, that the University police did not have juris- safety and security officers.
Miller also said that due to the first
Section three of KRS 164.955 states article and the questions it raised,
property in question did not fall under diction, he was not aware of Kentucky
University police jurisdiction.
Revised Statute 164.955, dealing with that "Safety and security ... shall have from now on the University will have
University police had witnessed par- the powers and duties of University the power to conduct investigations to sign a lease agreement for property
BY

C.D. BRADLEY

'

Gin Blosso01s ticket sales far fro01 full bloo01
Bv SARAH WIGHT
STAFF

Warn•

No more country, we want
alternative bands!
This is what Murray State
students have been requesting,
so
the
Student
Government Association went
out and signed the Gin
Blossoms with hopes of drawing more than just another
pathetic turnout.
However, there is one glaring problem with this concert.
As of Thursday, SGA had
only sold approximately 300
tickets for the concert, which
will be held at Lovett
Auditorium on Aprill7.
"Everybody says, 'bring in
something besides country,
bring us something good,"' said
Jeanie Morgan, adviser of
SGA. "The Gin Blossoms have
had songs in the top 15 and
people still aren't buying tickets."
The Gin Blossoms are an
alternative group that frrst
attracted interest in 1989.
Three years later, in 1992, the
band became well known when
their album, "New Miserable
Experience," sold two million
copies. The band has had
many songs do well on the
Billboard chart, including
"Follow You Down," "Hey

purchased by the Foundation for the
school.
Robertson added that because of the
article, all Foundation property will be
treated by University police as if it
were University property.
Joe Green, associate director of public safety, said he agreed with these
decisions.
Green said he was told by Miller,
"anytime that the Foundation has ·
bought property, eventually it will
become University-owned property
anyway.
He (Miller) said to treat it as if it
were University property, and I
(Green) told him we would."

·Cancellations prove
damaging to SGA
BY SARAH WIGHT
5TNFWuta

Photo courtesy of Danny Clinch

The Gin Blossoms will perform In Lovett Auditorium on April 17. Membe rs Include from left
Robin Wilson, Scott Johnson, Jesse Valenzuela, Philip Rhodes and Bill Leen.

Jealousy" and "Allison Road."
The University Center
Board tried to sign the Gin
Blossoms last year but was
three
unsuccessful. After
months of negotiations this
year, the concert was finalized.
"It was difficult to find a
date that was good for us that
th e group would be in the
southeast region," said Traci
Forbes, UCB concert chairperson.
The SGA and UCB will pay a
$25,000 fee to the band, a

$2,000 fee to the promoter,
and additional expenses ranging from $5,000 to $10,000,
Morgan said.
,
Additional expenses cover
advertising, the printing of
tickets, catering for the band,
stage hands, security, and a
custodian. After SGA and UCB
have covered expenses, the
band receives 85 percent of the
profit from ticket sales.
The money to pay for the
concert comes ·out of the SGA
budget which consists of five

dollars from each student's
activity fee and a set amount
from the University's general
fund.
UCB promotions and publicity has launched an advertising campaign costing about
$2,500. With only a few weeks
left before the concert, SGA
and UCB are hopeful sales
will increase.
"It's not a pretty picture,"
Morgan said. "If we keep losing money on concerts, we
won't have them at all."

UnsueCeaafbl ~ tG provide muaical pertbnnancoea,
coupled with the lCMill of moDey 'l"e811ltma from eaDCeJlationa,
can be traced bact ~ the Remb~ta.
'"We thoUght we bad the Rembrandta and we did," e&id
Je&Die Morgan, SGA advisor. "We had a written~ contract."
"We purchaaed the tickets and ri.ght before they went on
sale they eontacted us and said tbey had dec:icled notito dO
any con. eampusee.
"They eanceled and lett us high Md dry so we diddt get
any of the money back that we'd already speDt IDOdey adVeJ'Io
tising and 10 we lost on that," Morgan said.
SGA WP stuns with another cancellation this fall \Vith the
Tracy Lawrence concert. The concert was canceled due to
LaWNnce'a illriese and was rescheduled for Feb~.
Tile reacbeduled date saw SGA the pqtential to mate
mo~ ho~. it ~ it muc:hlQOr8 diftieult to make a
proAt hecaute SGA •u atuek with an the adverti.aing and
the cost ot printing the tickets for the ftnt COdCel't iD addition to all the expenses Q{ the second co~
"We bad to absorb the expenses .from the .ftrat aehedulecl
event and that was why that was so expensive and why we
lost so much money," Morgan said.

Maria Taat.arOIJ, promotions chairperson fot UCB, 1iated
the first cancellation as one of the reasons for low atHD•

dance.

~:=.~-.GitrA\•
and that kept them from buying tickets," she said.
Morgan said this was Ute first. countr:y concert SGA bad

ever lOst money on.

Congratulations to:
Alpha Omicron Pi
Leader's Council 1996 - 1997
President
Vice-President Administration
Vice-President Education
Programming
Recording Secratary
Corresponding Secretary
Treasurer
C hapter Relations
N ew Member Educator
Rush
Panhellenic President
Panhellenic Assistant Rush
Panhellenic Voting Delegate
Public Relations
Philanthropic
Ritual
Scholarship
Social
Alumnae Relations
Corporation

Jill Gentry
Amanda Haynes
A~gie Holt
Korrie Engelhardt
Amy Warden
Deidra Holcomb
Keri Zoll
Heather Moore
Nicole Essner
Emily Lutz
Meredith Major
Allison Hill
Christy Dowell
Allison Graham
Julie Boram
Susan Krampe
Missi Markham
Laura Easley
Tiffany Cole
Kim Donaldson
Megan Kelly
Stephanie Ladd
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* Senate Chairperson
* Fresh man Senator
* Social Fraternity
Secretary
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* Phi Beta Lambda
President - Elect

* Order of Omega
Vice-Presiden t
I

* Fall Orientation Leader
Assistant Leader's Council
Panhellenic Non-Voting
Activities
Histonan
Assistant Treasurer
Assistant Rush
Ass1stant Chapter Relations
Intramurals
Paddles & Composites
Song Leaders
Environmental
Awards
Centennial

Jennifer Jordan
Jennifer McDaniel
Maria Geraldi
Sarah Clark
Laura Wild
Elizabeth Harris
Nicole Hughes
Leigh Bobo
Jennifer Kimbell
Anne Cowherd
Erica Rowlett
Cindy Bowman
Kris Crighton
Rachel Wilkerson
Emily Forbes
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Faculty heads address future roles Olson to serve as
'

BY AMY PONDER
MANAGING EotTOI

BROUGHTON

CELLA

HALL

SCHEMPP

BROWN

FRANCE

HORWOOD

WHITE

The in frastructure of t he
residential college plan seems
to be coming together, but in
some areas such as faculty and
student support, the plan still
seems shaky.
,
The eight faculty beads who
are currently expected to lead
next fairs residential colleges
include Corky Broughton, Ted
Browrl, Ron Cella, Nancey
France, Jane Hall,
Steve
Horwood, James I. Schempp
and Alan White.
Dr. Don Robertson , vice
president of student affairs,
said there are still questions
regarding Horwood because of
his value to the graphic arts
department.
"Our graphic arts program
has a very small faculty'.
Robertson said. "We don't
want to do anything to h urt
academic integrity. However
we're very hopeful that we can
work something out."
Horwood, a n ative of
England and an associate professor of graphic arts, ~d his
drive towards getting involved
with the residential college
plan is based around the "the
young ~pie of this country.'"
"Students have the potential
of being one of our greatest
recruiters," Horwood said.
Horwood also stressed a concern that many other faculty
heads shared - the need for
faculty members to get behind
the plan "as a body."
"Faculty member.s have a
tremendous amount of inftu-

ence," Horwood said. •r really •
feel the condescending comment8 about what we're trying
i;Q do is exceedingly harmful to
the whole plan."
Horwood said lie feels something needs to be addressed
about the faculty support at
the dean's level throughout the
academic colleges.
Broughton, associate professor of health, physical education and recreation, recently
attended the Fourth Annual
conference on Residential
Colleges and Living/Learning
Communities at the Univer·
sity of Michigan.
There, Broughton and Paula
Hulick, director of housing,
made a presentation about
MSU's residential college plan.
He said the trip enabled him
to get a flavor of what is cur·
rently being done and what
the future trends will be, while
making contact with other fac·
ulty in other residential college universities.
"I've experienced residence
life before at the University of
Maryland and I feel as if l
have a good relationship with
students,• he said. "The whole
plan intrigues me to the poin~
that I'd like to be at the ground
floor to create it."
Brown, associate professor of
English, said his interest in
the position follows three
years of teaching governor
.scholars and 11 years of teaching at the collegiate level.
"' think this is an idea worth
trying and 1 hope both students and faculty will give it a
chance," he said. "The idea of a

VOTE ERIC TRAVIS
Senator-at-Large
#7 on the ballot

residential college has a potential to significantly increase
the quality of student life here
at Murray StateJ and 1 wanted
to be a part of that."
Hall. an instructor of
accounting, has been working
with the residential progran1
from the beginning with the
publicity subcommittee. She
said she sees the residential
college plan as one that will
yield benefits students can
carry throughout their careers.
Cella, professor of English, is
the father of two students who
have attended univeraities
where the programs are well
in place. He said the job
description reminds him ofthe
summer study abroad programs he has accompanied for
seven years.
White, interim dean of the
College of Fine Arts and
Communications and associ·
ate profeSBor of journalism
and mass communications.
said the program appea1ed to
him because it seemed like
something out of the ordinary.
"fve always thought of college as more than a trade
school operation," he said. "1
think a university should
teach students to be a complete human being,"
He said he thinks MSU does
a good job of completing the
academic half and the residential college plan will help students complete the full circle.
France is a Regent and an
associate professor of nursing,
and Schempp is an associate
professot of theater.
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p
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for a great mixer!
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SENIOR STAFF W RITER

In an effort to aid its techno·
logical advances, Murray State
has added the position of chief
information officer to its facul·
ty and staff.
To fill the position, the
University hired Mankato
State's Donald Olson.
Olson, an associate vice president for computer information
services at Mankato State, was
responsible for the Mankato,
Minnesota school's computer
service.
He also served as an academ·
ic computer planner for
Minnesota State University
and has been the interim direc·
tor of Mankato State's Library
Automation project for t he past
two years.
Seeking a career move, Olson
discovered an advertisement
for the Murray State position.
"Last spring, I decided to
start looking for another position," he said. "I wanted to find
new challenges."
Olson sought a better climate
in a smaller area.
"I have no desire to live in a
large city again," he said.
As Murray State's first chief
information officer, Olson's job
will be to provide support to
structural and academic computing on campus.
"My duties are to promote
and provide a good instructional area," he said.
Olson's duties include maintaining and improving Murray

" I want to make things
easier and better
for the students. "
Don Olson
State's administrative computer systems, which are student
records, financial and rcgistra·
tion systems.
He will also expand the
University's
technological
capabilities and spread them to
all areas of the campus.
"The academic and instructional computing are in many
pockets on campus," he said.
"Networking was like that
until this past yar when everybody was connected together. I
hope I can help the faculty
learn about the multimedia
services and how to use them."
Olson said he also hope~ lo
help students learn more about
computers by giving them more
access to the equipment.
Additional projects include
the organization of informa·
tion systems to provide MSU
with more academic support.
"I want to make things easier
and better for the students,"
Olson said.
"Mankato was a very similar
university with the same technology. When I was there we
developed our technological
infrastructure. I would like to
bring the same thing to MSU."'

PERSONALIZED BOOKS "N' CLOCKS
USED BOOKS 'N' C D "S (Buy. S e ll. Trade)

COLLECTIBLES & CRAFTS
ADD-A-NAME BOOKS, ETC.
BOOKSHELF
Southside Shopping Center
207 5 th Ave.
Murray, KY 4207 1
Calve rt City, KY 42029

502 - 753 - 4876

502 - 395 - 1710
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O p en 8 - 10 p . m .

-f"l"cl! gift wraptJing ·

Fri. nml Sat. open until 11 fJ. III .

-Alp....~~t~
-Beta Alpha Psi

THE TitOE EXPERIEHCED
CAHDIDfiTE.

We
Accep t:
Visa,
MC&
Discov e r

PAID FOR BY CANDIDATE
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Men first to take K.A.N.S. elections
"They are popular ·
Aft
hI
not think of men," Gomez said.
and can get the nurs- "
er a w i e, you
"To have three men elected and
ing students behind
forget that he is a
not just one is exciting."
male nurse or she
Corbin, nontraditional student
them," she said. "I
haven't
heard
any
is
a
female
nurse.
from
Puryear, Tenn., had mixed
BY jENNIFER POTIER
at
all."
feelings
about the elections.
bad
comments
AssiSTANT MANAGING EDITOR
We are all just stuWhite, junior from
"It was a pleasant feeling
The men had a strong showing in the
Mo.,
dents
struggling
to
knowing
that they thought highCoulterville,
MSU chapter of the Kentucky Association
he
ran
for
an
get
through.
"
ly
enough
of me to elect me, and
said
of Nursing Students' officers race.
office
to
become
more
fi
1·
Mario Gomez was elected president,
acque Bail a ee mg of respons1'bill'ty kn owJ
involved
in
the
orgaing 1 have to own up to what I
Michael Corbin, vice president and Sam
and
he
is
was elected for," Corbin said.
nization,
White, treasurer.
to
be
an
officer.
glad
The women were not out of the race, as
He said the nursing program stresses
Melanie Bolin was elected secretary and
"These are normally positions held by involvement from the outset.
Tara Hildreth, legislative director.
females because it's a female-dominated
"Nursing is more than seeing someone in
"We've never had such a sweep," said career. It's an honor to be elected," he said.
scrubs
in a hospital," Corbin said.
Jacque Bail, current president and junior
Gomez, sophomore from Los Angeles,
"After a while, you forget that he is a
from Louisville. "I think it's great."
wants to expose more people to the idea of male nurse or she is a female nurse," Bail
Bail thought it was unusual that they
men in the nursing field.
said. "We arc all just students struggling to
were elected all at once, but believes the
"So many people who think of nursing do get through."
men will do well.

DEEP THOUGHTS•••

Gomez, Corbin, White
named nursing officers

Rudy's
On the Square
Home of the best
burgers as per Southern
Uving magazine.
Monday - Friday
5 a.m. - 2 p.m .
Friday 4 - 9 p.m. ~
753- 1632
~

Shawn Smee

Andy lee/Staff

Joanna Spradlin, senior from SaJem, Ul., enjoys the sprtna
weather as she studies on the bade staJrs of Poaue Ubrary.

(~_F_o_u_r_w_e_e_k_s_t_il_f_in_a_I_s_!,__,)

SGA
Paid for by candidate

Todd
Collignon

Paris Road
Mayfield, KY

Senator-.a t-Large

(502) 251-0723

. MAGIC NEEDLE TATOO'S
- Over 15 Years of EJtperlence • Only llcenMd tattoo
lll'tllt In Calloway County

~

' Sterile methoda
• Ov.r,21 ~ cokn
' Many detlgn• to chooM

• '!'ody plerdng
• Cover-up apeclllllat
' No drug• or alcohol
•lluetbellleut
tlyNraold

FOR APPOINTMENT CALL:

753-4748

Camp Echo
Lake
- Are you studying Education, Physical Education, Recreation or
Psychology?
- Do you love kids?
-Have you ever been to the Adirondack Mountains of New York?
- Would you like to have the most incredible summer of your life?

We're Camp Echo Lake and we'll be at Murray State on Thursday,
April18 to interview for 1996 summer staff positions.
We're looking for undergraduate and graduate students who love
kids and have lots of energy and enthusiasm .

Positions available include:
• general counseling staff
• tennis coaches
• baseball coaches
• lacrosse coaches
• lifeguards

For more information, please contact Gina Winchester in the Office of Career Services 762-2907

r:J3J
University Center Board Interviews
I

Applications due to SGA Office by 4:30 p.m. April ·22
Inte rviews to be held beginning at 5 p.m. April 23
in the Curris Center, Tennessee Room

Positions open:
Coffe ehouse : Planning and booking musicians, comedians, magicians, and
'
other novelty acts to perform in the Curris Center.
Miss MSU: Responsible for planning and execution of the Miss MSU pageant.
This is traditionally one of the fi nest university pageants in the country.
Lectures: Responsible for booking and planning lectures on a universitywide scale. Recent lectures include Dan Quayle, Mike Ditka, and
Barry Williams.
Concerts: Nationally known entertainment is planned by the concert
committee. Recent concerts include Tracy Lawrence and Gin Blossoms.
Multicultural Awareness: Programming dances, lectures, and varied
multicultural programs designed to bring student population together.
Publicity: Works with all committees of the University Center Board by
organizing publiciry for all events planned. Must have experience
in graphic design using Macintosh systems. • -Two publicity
positions are open.
Media Planning and Distribution: This is a new publicity chair this year.
Responsibilities include planning media that will effectively reach the
target market. Chairman will be responsible for working with
committees to ensure all material, posters, etc. are placed in a timely
fashion. Advenising and Marketing background helpful. This chair will
act as a clearing house for aU incoming publicity requested by
various committees.
Spe cial Events: Committee members will coordinate Family Weekend,
Freshman Week, Spring Week, and other special or thematic programs.
Production-Sound/ Ughts: Get hands-on, technical experience in setting
up and producing the mini-concerts and coffeehouse programs. This
committee will also assist the concert chairman with major shows.
Non-Traditional: This position was created to provide information and
services for non-traditional students.
Commute r: This position is to provide programming for th~se students who
don't live on campus.

~

,~

UCB meetings are held on Tuesdays at 5 p.m.
on the 3rd floor of the Curris Center.
They are open to the public.

,

~

~

I
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By Slone Hutchison and Mandy Wolf

Easter may find some students sitting in dorm rooms unable
to visit families. We've reviewed some movies with bunnies in
them to save viewers from bad sit-com reruns and old movies.
We used the following ear system to rate our favorites.

This movie is
egg-ceptional. We
give it two ears.

Even Ishtar was
better.

It was not great,
but we've got one
ear up for it.

'Roger Rabbit' hoppin'
good film for Easter
F e w
movies can
successfully
pull off film.- ing animation with
live action
and make it
seem believable. Who Framed Roger
Rabbit?, a 1980's Walt Disney
production, is one of the exceptions.
The movie is set in swanky
1947 Hollywood, when gangsters, beautiful women and bad
movies dominated the film
scene. At first, viewers believe
they are going to see a cartoon
movie. Soon, though, they realize the beginning is one of the
many takes in the latest "Baby
Herman" movie, in which
Roger Rabbit co-stars.
The story begins with R.K

Not 'eggs-actly'
'Peter Cottontail' lacks holiday charm
Everyone
has heard
the
song
about Peter
Cottontail
hopping
down the
bunny trail,
but
have
you seen the movie?
We found the movie to be an
Easter experience like none we
have ever had before.
Casey Kasem is the voice of
Peter Cottontail. Not only did
we fully expect Peter to break
into the top 40 countdown complete with the week's request
and dedication, but at times we
felt as though we were listening to Shaggy from "Scooby
Doo" cartoons.
A rabbit who lost his tail in
an unfortunate roller skating
accident and now wears an
iron-studded replacement is
Peter's rival, hence the name
Irontail. Irontail is brought to
life by the voice of Vincent
Price.
The majority of the movie
takes place in tulip-infested
April Valley. In the beginning,
Peter and Irontail are in direct
competition for the glorious
title of chief Easter Bunny The
rabbit that delivers the most
eggs wins the competition.
A combination of Peter's
overconfidence and Irontail's

conniving ways are instrumental in costing Peter the title.
Peter stays out partying irresponsibly with the other bunnies until 12:15 a.m. the night
before the race. Knowing Peter
will have to get up early to
deliver his eggs, lrontail takes
measures to make sure he doesn't.
Irontail gives Peter's rooster
com-flavored bubble gum so
when he crows his "cockle doodle doos" get trapped in the
bubbles and float so far away
that no one can hear them.
Hate it when that happens.
With Peter sound asleep in
his bed Irontail is proclaimed
Easter Bunny after delivering
only one egg.
The rabbit citizens of April
Valley are livid that Irontail is
the Easter Bunny.
In an effort to correct the
' problem, the town's elder
bunny hooks Peter up with a
caterpillar that has a French
accent anP, is named Antoine.
Antoine flies a time machine.
That's right. A time machine.
With a basket full of Easter
eggs and a ticket to ride the
time machine, Antoine and
Peter attempt to travel back in
time to Easter. Although the
plan may sound fool-proof, the
duo runs into trouble.
They crash into every holiday
from Halloween to St. Patrick's

Maroon, the film's producer,
hiring private investigator
Eddie Valiant to follow Roger's
wife, Jessica, a chesty redhead
with a husky voice, because
Roger has been distracted on
the set and Maroon wants to
find out why. What follows is a
high-speed investigation of
murder, sex and greed.
Who Framed Roger Rabbit? is
not intended for children under
the age of five, which may fool
many parents. It contains violence, both animated and liveaction, and a few minor curse
words. It also contains subliminal sexual messages which
children may or may not understand, although it is does not
exceed the PG rating.
The film is full of great oneliners, all of which adults will
appreciate and children will
find innocently funny. One

mentionable example occurs
when Baby Herman says to
another character, "My problem is I have a 50-year-old lust
and a 3-year-old dinky."
The animation is superb, and
although it does not exceed
viewers' expectations of Walt
Disney-recently including hits
such as Aladdin and The Lion
King-it does manage to make
children and adults believe the
animated characters and their
interactions are real.
In another mentionable scene
of the film, Donald Duck and
Daffy Duck, rival cartoon characters by different companies,
have a dual piano recital in
which Daffy tells Donald he has
a speech impediment.
We both highly recommend
Who Framed Roger Rabbit? for
its comedy and ap~al to people
of all ages.

Movie shows the 'other bunny'

Day. Peter tries to give his eggs
away in order to win the title
Star 801 a 1970's movie
from Irontail, but to no avail.
starring Mariel Hem·
No one wants the eggs since it
mingway
and
&ric
isn't Easter. He gets snubbed
Roberta, providee a difl'er..
by some children on Mother's
ent. angle on our b'UM1
Day and beat up by a couple of
theme.
·
pre-pubescent thugs on the
The movie ia the trueFourth of July.
story dramatisation of
The future looks very grim
Dorothy
Stratton,
a
for Peter and Antoine until
Playboy bunny who started as a waitress and
they crash into Valentine's Day
roae to become a Playboy centerfold.
and Peter falls in love.
Stratton waa coerced by her boyfriend, Paul
Suddenly, by some act of a
Snider, a man she met. while working in a
higher power, everyone wants
1'88taurant. to pose in some pictures. He sent
Peter's eggs. We still aren't
the photos to several people, including PlaybOy
exactly sure what falling in
magazine representatives.
love has to do with people
Stratton began posing for t he magazine. She
accepting your Easter eggs, but
beeame one of Playboy mogul Hugh Hefners
apparently someone saw a confavorites, and eventually landed roles in sev~
nection somewhere.
Since everyone decides to
mysteriously accept Peter's
eggs, he wins the title of Easter
Bunny, leaving Irontail out in
the cold. Antoine, our favorite
character in this bizarre and
twisted story metamorphasizes
Best Bunny Actor
into a beautiful butterfly. Once
The Cadbury Easter Bunny (any bunny
again, all's well that ends well.
This movie is intended for
than can lay a chocolate cream egg gets
children but is good for an ~ our vote)
adult laugh if you find yourself
in the unfortunate situation of .& Best Bu nny Actress
baby-sitting. Otherwise, skip . . . Babs Bunny of "Tiny Toons" (we could
the movie. One exception does ~ not think of any other girl rabbit other
apply, however.lfyou enjoy the ~ than Bugs when dressed as a girl, and
occasional chemical expansion '-' he gave her stiff competition)
of the mind this movie could be 41
right up your alley.

al moviea and WevWon Pow&
$~alder;

Who ierYecl u Stratton's manager,

becwme iDc:nJuinlly jealoua of her ~aew.found
~ ltudolrt and 1Nilt enzy withjeal011;8Y,
leaclma to murder.
StiJr so; wJUeh ntere to the lieenae plate on
Snidel'a ~is graphic and 1howa both
nudity aDd 'fiolence. It il ratecl R.
It dou. however. illuattate the often violent
world of poi'DOII'Ilpbic art. It iii a tragic leaaon
to
who bave upirationa of becoming mocle1a aM IUpers&an.
We recommend the fUm for adulti who want
to 1ee a poipwlt drama. It ia atartling)y realistic and beaft.;wrenclWlg.
We cti4 not like the the movie was filmed,
however. The aequence of eventa is out of
order. causing the movie to be confusing until
the climax, bUt it does not hinder the film.
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The 1996 BunnY Oscars
Best Suportine Bunpy
The rabbit in Fatal Attraction

Best On-Screen Bunny Kiss
Thumper and his girlfriend in Bambi

Best Bunny Supporter
Hugh Hefner

Best Bnppy Picture

R bb . ..,
Who Framed Roger a ztf
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Walk for Life

Students raise IDoney for St. Jude
Bv

R EBECCA

Doun

STAff WRITER

"

With the recent health and
fitness craze, some peopl~ walk
for health, but a group of
Murray State students who
have teamed up with St. Jude
Children's Research Hospital
in Indiana will soon be walking
for life.
Jenni Eckart, coordinator of
the Miracle Mile Fitness Walk,
said the five-mile walk on April
13 at 2 p.m. at Stewart
Stadium is the culmination of a
semester-long in-depth program on health and fitness.
Eckart and Kim Caron, both
resident advisers in Regents
Hall, have been conducting programs for residents as well as
walking three times a week
with interested residents.
"This is the finale," Eckart
said. ~e've had two programs
a month on issues related to
health and fitness."
Walkers will collect donations from students and area
residents. Eckart said they will

This is the finale.
Wejve had two programs a m onth on
issues related to
health and fitness. "
Jenni Eckart

not· collect per-mile sponsorships
because
of time
restraints. An inter-hall competition will be held for the most
donations. Eckart said students have been collecting
money from local neighborhoods and have also collected
money with a donation bucket
at Kroger. Each residence hall
has a representative for the
walk to help collect donations
and recruit walkers.
Every walker will receive a
certificate from St. Jude
Children's Research Hospital.
Walkers who collect $35 or
more will receive aT-shirt, and
walkers who collect $75 or

more will receive both aT-shirt
and a sports bag.
Eckart said she would like to
see several people from each
hall get involved in the walk.
"If 10 people from each hall
walked, that would be 90 people," Eckart said. "If they
raised $100 each, that would be
$9,000 for St. Jude's."
Students who would like to
help but do not want to walk
can volunteer to help provide
water and food, supplied by
local businesses, for the walkers.
Eckart said she and Caron
decided to donate to St. Jude's
after considering several charitable organizations.
"St. Jude's has been great,"
Eckart said. "They've sent
everything we've needed. St.
Jude's has always been one of
my favorite charities."
St. Jude's was opened in 1962
as a non-discriminatory hospital to help children with lifethreatening diseases. The hospital covers all costs not reimbursed by insurance.

Chi Alpha prepares ·awareness week
ship singing, and a speaker Tuesday night.
April9. at Westview Nursing Home.
Chi Alpha will also sponsor a study on the
Most people probably noticed ~ person on a resurrection of Jesus by Pastor Kerrney, from
cross in front of the Curris Center today.
Fulton, on Wednesday at 7 p.m. in the Barkley
Members of Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship Room of the Curtis Center. After the lecture,
created the reenactment of the crucifixion of there will be free bowling and pool in the game
Jesus Christ as part of "Jesus is Lord Week," room for those who attend.
which will be held April 5 through 11. This
During the week. members of Chi Alpha will
annual event is intended to draw attention to read Bible scriptures from the New Testament,
the Christian holiday Easter.
PSalms and Proverbs to students in front of the
"We are trying to bring awareness to people Curria Center. Members of Chi Alpha h ope
about the event that one billion people cele- this effort will increase people's awareness
brate around the world," said Mark Randall, about Jesus.
campus chaplain. "That is the celebration of
"I want to let the campus know what J esus
the death and resurrection of Jesus Christ."
Christ has done for them and let them know
H.L. Hussrnann, president of Chi Alpha said that Jesus is Lord: said J oy Brown, member of
the purpose of the week is "to glorify Jesus on Chi Alpha. "This will give students a chance to
campus. and to challenge people spiritually.•
bear scripture who might not hear it otherThere will be a service with praise and wor- wise.-

Bv SARAH

STAFF
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Murray goes 'mad' on April 11
Murray Madness day will
include activities such as laser
tag, story hour, Easter egg dyeThere will be sheer madness ing and a drive-in movie.
on campus Aprilll.
Laser tag will take place
The Student Government from 12 to 6 p.m. in front of the
AsAociation and University Hart Hall complex.
Center Board will sponsor
Story hour and Easter egg
Murray Madness, a day full of dyeing will take place starting
events and activities during at 6 pm in the Curris Center.
Spring Week.
There will also be a drive-in

BY

KATIE THOMAS

STAfF WltTD

movie, Grease, shown at
Cutchin Field at 8 p.m.
Karaoke from the soundtrack
of Grease will also take place.
SGA/UCB suggests bringing
blanket~; or lounge chairs to sit
on during the movie.
Popcorn and driDks will also
be served.
All students are welcome to
participate.

'
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Tuesday, April 9
8:30 a.m. • 4:30 p.m.
We dnesday, April tO
Curris Center Theater

(!) .

Positions open for election:

We are proud of you!
Congratulations also to the sisters
recently initiated in
Order of Omega
n•, Your sisters

Pick-op

PRESIDENT
.. ' VICE P RESIDENT
•
SECRETARY
TREASURER
SENATORS OF COLLEGES

Delivery

SAME DAY SEitVICE
753·7117

*

CogPius

RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS

MSUSUMMER
Expanded to 600 courses
MY DEGREE GOT ME TilE INTERVIEW.
ARMY ROTC GOT ME TilE JOB.
Things got pretty competitive for this
Army ROI'C that won them over.
JOb.l'm sure my college degree and good
You can begm to develop unpress1ve
grades kept me m the runnmg. But in .oO'!!"!":~!Iooo leadership skills w1th an Army
the end 1t was the leadership and man·
Rare elective. RegiSter now Without
obligation.
agement expenence I got through

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COWGE

COURSEYOIJ CANDKE.
For details. vtSit Room 216, Stewart Stadium or coll

762-4123

•
•
•
•

What's new abopt Murray State's Summer '96? Check it out Over 600 undergraduate and professional courses.
Courses for high school juniors and seniors
Housing rates as low as $185 (double room) per summer term.
Opportunities to enjoy weekends at the lake with friends.

contact Murray state university
_________ ,
Please send Information 1--------Call 1 (800) 272-4MSU toll-free or dial 762·
3741 locally. Admission!> Office hours are:
Monday - Friday, 8 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.

Admi-.sions Office
P.O. Box 9
Sparks Hall
!\lurray State
Unh·ersity
Murray, KY 4207l

H you have been enrolled in a college course,
summer of 1995 or later, caU Racer Touch
at (502) 762-3500 beginning April 8.

SEND MF. THE FOLLOWING MATERIALS
_ MSU .Summer class schedule _Admission application
_ Undergraduate bulletin _Graduate bulletin
N~e ________________~--------------~
Address ___________________
City
State
Zip _ __
Phone~~~---------

·~~EGE),IFE
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'Little Shop' to take stage

Scholarship co1npanies ~nay have
10ore than good intentions in IDind

(OLUGE LIFE EDITOit

BY MANDY W OLF

BY REBECCA

Dourr

STAFF WRITER

The sign on the bulletin
board says millions of dollars in
scholarship
money
go
unclaimed every year, and part
of that millions could be yours.
Another sign says its compa·
ny will guarantee you money
for school.
Both require money up front,
but how much money will you.
actually get? Usually not much,
said Johnny McDougal, director of student financial aid.
"It's a very misleading thing,"
McDougal said. "By and large
there is not money available
not being used. There may be
some, but it is usually so specific that it cannot be claimed."
McDougal said his office
receives several calls every
year from students and parents
questioning the claims of companies advertising financial
aid.
"We have numerous calls
asking whether it's worth it to
send $150 to get help from
these people," McDougal said.
"It's a matter that comes up
every year."

Ch eck it out
McDougal said while some
financial resource firms are
legitimate in their claims of
assistance, many are scams to
take money from students and
their parents.
"We're not in a position to
pass judgment, but to say
'beware' to parents and students," he said. "They need to
check out the firm; call the
Better Business Bureau or
Consumer Protection (a department of the U.S. Attorney
General's Office). They need to
check it out fully before they
send any money to anyone."

they've been very deceptive to
naive parents, who must swal" We're not in a position low
their pride.''
to pass judgment,
Garland said students and
but to say 'beware' to parents should look for certain
characteristics in determining
parents and
whether a company may or
may not be legitimate.
students. They need
"The worst case scenario are
to check out the firm . " companies
by mail with no
phone number and a post office
Box," she said. "Parents can't
Johnny McDougal follow up because once the P.O.
box is closed, there's no tracking."
Carmen Garland, director of
Garland said people should
the University scholarship also watch for grammar or
office, said many companies do spelling errors in advertisenot specify the type of aid they ments for the companies.
guarantee and can therefore
"I've seen some very blatant
simply find loans for students spelling errors," she said. "One
rather th an actual scholar- of them in the local area misships.
spelled 'scholarship' and had
"Very often they use financial three very blatant errors in the
aid as a source," she said. "Or body of the letter."
they may find a scholarship at
Garland said the number of
'XYZ University' for a major in companies who are advertising
'underwater belly dancing.' If this type of scholarship service
you don't want to m~or in seems to be on the rise and may
underwater belly dancing at be due to the easier access prot hat university, that's your vided by computers and mail.
problem.
"The main point for them is Alternatives
that they've done what they
Students can use the free
said they would do," Garland
START
computer search in the
said. "They said they would
University
scholarship office
find money, not only scholarin
Ordway Hall to
located
ships but also ' financial
and finanlocate
scholarships
resources, whether it's a
cial
aid
opportunities
for
Stafford Loan or whatever. By
graduate,
docundergraduate,
their definition, they have
found you money to go to toral l:lnd professional programs.
school.''
"It does take time, but it's
something you can do for free,"
What to look for
Garland said.
Garland added many compa"There are some very profesnies use misleading informa- sional, very legitimate organition to get money from unsus- zations out there," she said.
pecting parents looking for "But for na1ve parents who
assistance.
don't know the difference
~o the defense of some of between them, it can be very
these companies, in some cases damaging. People need to be
it is not really a scam, but very, very careful."

Giant flesh-eating plants will invade Lovett
Auditorium next week as the University theater department's production of "Little Shop of
Horrors" takes the stage.
The production will star Dale Julian, senior
from West Frankfort, Ill., as Seymour
Krelbourne, the plant genius, after finding a
strange and unusual new plant, Audrey II.
The plant, whose voice is played by Stephen
Keene, graduate student, grows by drinking
human blood, which causes the characters a
plethora of problems.
Audrey, Seymour's love interest, is played by
Gina Taylor, senior from Franklin.
Amy Boyd, sophomore from Louisville,
serves as stage manager for the production.
She said the production rehearsals are going
well.
Boyd said four "Audrey II" puppets which
are going to be used during the productions.
The fourth "Audrey II" plant came from Hasty
Pudding Puppet Company. The puppet cost
$1300.
The largest puppet requires a person to
manuever it from inside, a physically demanding job for Kris Rommel, freshman from

D.mny Vowell/ Photo Editor

Audrey II, rented from a puppet company, will
stake her claim in johnson Theatre beginning
April II.

Crestwood.
+
"It's like 'Abs of Steel' times 15,000," Boyd
said.
' "Little Shop of Horrors" will run April 1
through 15 and April 18 through 20.

Sigma Tau Gamma.gets
c;harter after six years
tion N atiolials for their char-

it what it had to be."

Burnam said the fraternity

ter.
With all of this accompli8hed, the charter will be
presented to the newly established Epsilon Eta chapter of
Sigma Tau Gamma at a char·
ter banquet on May 4.
"We have wanted this for a
long time," said Rey Craig,
graduate
student
from
Buchanan, Tenn. "We've had
our share ()( ups and downs.
Everyone just pulled together
this year.''
"We finally just realized we
had to become a chapter now
or it would never happen," said
Bill Burnam, senior from
Sturgis and Sigma Tau
Gamma president. ~veryone
just gave 110 percent to make

members are excited about

becoming a national chapter
and receiving their charter.
"Everyone is just extremely
happy right now,,. Burnam
saiCI. lfiWe were all stunned
when we heard lhe news."
Plans are still in the works
for the charter banquet in
May.
Panhellepic Council, Inter·
Fraternity Council, presidents
of the Greek organizations and
campus leaders will all be
invited to attend Sigma Tau
Gamma's banquet.
Future plans for the new
chapter include the possibility
of a house outside the city limits and recruitment.

SPRING
.
·
Appeanng at,·, -.-'i"
,96
.--- -r:\ '•\ ·~---··""--

Paul Bu

ays

Dean

icket price:

in advanc

•President, Interfraternity Council
•Vice President, social fraternity
•Member, Student Ufe Advisory Board
•Planned and organized the
Cheerleader Support Fund" car
wash which raised $13,000 for MSU
Cheerleaders and scholarship fund
•Planned and organized "Greektopia",
a celebration for ALL students in the
Quad
•Works with city leaders, stressing the
importance of MSU students in the
community
41

((Student Government Association must function as a team, both internally
and with the students they represent, striving to enrich, enhance, and improve
upon the entire student body's experience at MSU."

Together, we will make a difference.
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Racers dash to home 'Wins
BY M IKE 0 HSTROM
SroltTS EDITOl

Gwen Dyas/Guest

Reginald Swinton, a sophomore from Little Rock, Ark., takes off
in the long jump In the Murray State Invitational Saturday at
Stewart Stad ium. Swinton won the e vent with a pe rsonal-best
leap of l l feet and I 0 3/<f inches.

The sun peeked through the clouds just in time
for the Murray State Invitational Saturday at
Stewart Stadium, and the MSU track and field
team responded by winning their first meet in
two years.
The men's squad demolished their competition
with a total of 206 points, outscoring Bethel
College by 164, while the Lady Racers won the
women's team title 176-108 over their closest
competitor, Austin Peay State.
Head coach Bob Doty wants to use MSU's
home victory as a steppingstone towards success
in upcoming meets, most notably the Ohio
Valley Conference Championships April19-20 in
Cookeville, Tenn.
"(The win) really gave the kids a morale boost
because this was the first time this year that we
ran against people who were equal to our personnel, so their confidence is up," said Doty,
whose Racers will face 11 teams at Saturday's
Ole Miss Invitational in Oxford, Miss. "We hit
our stride at a good time because we have good
competition this week at Ole Miss and the OVC
meet in two weeks."
Gregg Ward was big for the Racers, collecting
first place in the 200 and 400-meter dashes and
leading the men's 4x100 and 4x400-meter relay
teams to victory. The junior from St. Michael's,
Barbados ran a personal-best time of 22.51 seconds in the 200 and a season best of 49.88 seconds in the 400 while he brought the anchor leg
of the 4x100 team home with a season record of
43.47 seconds.
Ward is optimistic about MSU's chances following the win in front of the home crowd.
"The victory was sweeter because it was at
home," Ward said. "I think all of our training has
been paying off because everyone has been
improving, so things are looking up."

Other top perfonnances by the men's squad
included: Jason McKinney's sweep of the 800
and 1,500, highlighted by a personal record of
one minute and 53.49 seconds in the 800; 4xl00
team member Reginald Swinton's personal-best
effort of 23 feet and 10 3/4 inches in his long
jump win a.tlier placing second in the triple jump;
Nick Murray's shot put and discus victories; and
Mike Claycomb's wins and season highs in the
pole vault and javelin.
Felicia Ford set the table for the Lady Racers'
meet crown with four first-place finishes of her
own. The senior from Cape Girardeau, Mo. took
the women's 200 and 400 and helped the sprint
relays to another sweep, including a season
record of3:55.1 in the 4x400 in her final regular
season home competition .
..It was just' great to come out here and have
people watch us and support us," Ford said. "The
fact that I won made it that much better."
Also placing high for the Lady Racers were:
Dawn Miller, who won the javelin and finished
second in the discus and shot put; relay specialist Memette Forde, who took the long jump
event and second in the 100 with season marks;
Charmaine Thomas, a 4x400 team member who
cruised to the finish line in the 800 with nearly
a 4.5-second cushion; and 4x100 third leg Phyllis
Jackson, who won the 400-meter hurdles and
came in third in the 100 hurdles, both in her
fastest times of the season.
Personal records were also recorded by: Renee
Haley, with times of 2:24.77 and 4:59.1 in the
800 and 1,500, respectively; Brad Mason, who
completed the 800 in 1:56.06; Ashley
Lubbehusen, who ran the 1,500 in 5:18.2; and
Jennifer Bottom, who had a 12:04.6 in the 3,000.
After the Ole Miss Invitational, MSU will not
go to the SEMOtion Relays April 12-13 in Cape
Girardeau, Mo., but to the 18tti annual
Arkansas State Track Classic at 10 a.m. April13
in Jonesboro, Ark.

'Breds drop to 9-16 after 12-6 loss
senior Michael Lewis and
senior Doug Davis also saw
time on the mound.
Thieke said he expected a
In the words of head coach
Mike Thieke, a young but high-scoring pme bee~ of a
improving Murray State base- bUllpen 'ibitihad wor'k'ezlimen·
ball team is "learning from its sively in games last weekend.
"This is a game I figured
mistakes."
Learning from their mistakes would be relatively high-scoris just what the Thoroughbreds ing," he said. "We really didn't
were forced to do after have a lot (of pitchers) to save.
Wednesday's 12-6 loss to You really have to keep up
Arkansas-Little
Rock
at offensively with other teams
during mid-week games. I
Reagan Field.
Six costly errors aided in thought we should have scored
dropping the 'Breda to a 9-16 more runs."
Senior centerfielder Tom
record on the season.
"Something you can't allow O'Brien, who knocked home
for is errors," Thieke said. "A two runs with a bases-loaded
few were caused by mental double in the seventh inning,
lapses and a few were caused said the team has played better
by physical error. We can live despite its fielding troubles
with the physical errors, but Wednesday.
"We've been playing better,"
the mental lapses are what we
he said. "We just had a lot of
have to try and eliminate."
Freshman lefthander Tommy mental mistakes today. It puts
Staley took the loss for the a lot of pressure on the juniors
'Breds. In three innings of and seniors, but we can't give
work, Staley allowed four up just because we've lost a
earned runs on six hits while couple of games."
Senior
pitcher
Keith
striking out two and walking
Gallagher, who provided the
one.
Staley was one of four 'Breds offensive highlight of the
Murray State pitchers in the game with his second homerun
game. Freshman Greg Harvey, of the season in the third
BY ScOTT NANNEY

SENIOR STAff WRITU

inning, said the squad's success
is just a matter of combining
good offense and good defense
on the same day.
"We've got everything pulling
in the same direction,"
Gallagher said. "'We just have
to put everything together on
the same day. But Coach
Thieke told us that no matter
how our hitting is, we need to
come out good on defense every
game."
The 'Breda will try to
rebound from the loss with a
crucial three-game homestand
against
conference
foe
Tennessee-Martin that starts
with a doubleheader beginning
at 1 p.m. today.
O'Brien said the 'Breda could
use, and are capable of, a threegame sweep of the Skyhawks.
"I think we need a sweep,"'
O'Brien said. "We have a very
good chance of a sweep."
Thieke said his troops will
have to put Wednesday's loss
behind them in preparing for
the Tennessee-Martin series.
"Baseball is a sport where
you play so many games
such a short period of time that
you can't dwell on one single
game," Thieke said.

in

ARKANSAS-LITTLE ROCK 12, MURRAY STATE 6
Wednesday at Reagan Field
ARKANSAS.LITTLE ROCK
eb r h bi
McBride 2b
5 3 4 2
Taylor ss
Dilillo 1b
Centeno 3b
Giuffre c
Brownell cf
Jenkins dh
Holderfel If
Slattery rf
Sharrer rf

Totals

6 2 4

,,

5 1 2
5
5 0 3

4 1 1
5 2 1
4 1 0

3 0 0
1 1 0

4
1

0
0
2

0
0
0
0

4312 16 9

Arkansas-Little Rock 113
Murray State
201

MURRAY STATE
ab r
O'Brien cf
5 1
Bums ss
3 0
Quire
c
5

2
1
3 0 2

,

0
0
0
0
0

0 0
4 0 2

4 1 1
4 1 2
2 0 0 0
1 1 0 0
36 6 12 4

1216 1
612 6

003
300

000

,, ,,

4

Gallagher dh
Marshall rf
Grater rf
Kelley 1b
Hamm If
Doyle 3b
Suchomel 2b
Williams 3b
Totals

310

h bl
2 2
0 0

E - Sharrer, Bums 3, Quire, Marshall, Williams. DP • Arkansas-Little
Rock 2, Murray State 2. LOB • Arkansas-little Rock 11, Murray State 7.
2B • McBride. Taylor, Dilillo 2. Giuffre, Brownell, Doyle. 3B • Quire. HR
- Taylor, Gallagher. SB • Brownell. CS - McBride, Brownell, Hamm. S •
Bums.

Arkansas-Little Rock
Dremer W
Behnke
Murray State
Staley l
Harvey
lewis
Davis

BB

so

6

1

0

1

4
3

4
2
2
1

1
0

2
0

IP

H

R

ER

7
2

10
2

6
0

3
1
4

6
3
5
2

6
2
3

1

1

3

2

0

0

Chad E. Holder/Graphics Editor

Sigma Pi slaughters
Rodeo team ·not sweet in
Bumpers 15-1, 15-5
Georgia, holds 5th in ·region behind serves, runs
alwap 101M~ that oeecls to be
worked on.•
Head ~oach David Wright wu not pleased
with his team'• reaul~ but lm.Owa that one
meet Will not neceiUJ'ily cost MSU the season.
"'We can let that (rodeo) go if we do well the
rest of the~,- Wript aaid. -v/e'rejust going
to try to get aoild apin and get foeu.eed on the
remainder ot the se~•
J&8()n Paria took third prize in the bareback
riding category and Chad Payne captured
fourth in the calf roping long round for the
Racers.
In the last two weeks, only one Lady Racer
has scored points for MSU in the three women's
events. This fact distresses Sarah Attea, but
the sophomore from BUffalo, N.Y. thinks that
she and her teammates can pull out of their
slump with old-fashioned hard work.
"' think we have a lot of talent," Attea said. "I
just think we need to come together and practice as a team."
MSU will next ride in the Southwest Missouri
State Intercollegiate Rodeo Show April12-14 in
Springfield, Mo.
~·s

BY MIKE 0 HSTROM
Sltoffr$ EDITOl

.A.ft.er claiming a fif\h-place finish at their
home rodeo March 21-23 at the West Kentucky
Livestock Show and Exposition Center, the
Murray State rodeo team was in position to
move up in the Ozark Region team standings.
But after a lackluster performance at the
Abraham Baldwin Agricultural College
Intercollegiate
Rodeo
Show
Friday
throughSunday in Tifton, Ga., the Racers still
hold the fifth spot in the region, thanks in part
to the efforts by rodeo club president Jay
Sheets.
Sheets, a senior from Farmington. Mo.,
placed third overall in tlie team roping compe·
tition with teammate Scott Brooks and took
fourth place in the short round of the steer
wrestling event.
Sheets was happy with his showing, but
thinks there is always room for improvement in
competitive rodeo.
"I know I could have done better," Sheets
said. "' had a decent rodeo, but in this sport,

/

B v BRIAN SMITH
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

A massacre happened Wednesday night in the North Gym of
the Carr Health Building when Sigma Pi spiked the Bumpers
15-1, 15-5 in an intramural volleyball match.
In the first game, Sigma Pi jumped out to a 7-0 lead. The
Bumpers then got back on serve and scored their only point of
the game making it 7-1. But it was all downhill from there as
Sigma Pi had an eight-point run to take the first set.
In the second game, Sigma Pi pulled off another seven-point
spurt to claim an early lead. The Bumpers then held Sigma Pi
and got back on serve, scoring five straight until Sigma Pi
stopped their rally. Sigma Pi got hot again and soon closed out
the match, led by Matt Watts and Brendan Huff.
Watts, a senior from Versailles, was tough offensively at the
net and was pleased with the team's performance.
"I think we played well overall," Watts said. "We served well.
we blocked well, and that led us to a win."
Huff, a senior from Radcliff, contributed a strong service game
and all-around team effort to the win.
"I was serving reaUy well, but my jump serve was off and that
bothered me," Huff said. "We only had five people to start the
game, so we started out short-handed, but when our sixth man
arrived, we got into a groove and took care of business."

Don't
worry,
Racer
fans
New r ecruits
will fill MSU 's
many h oles

I

Kentucky basketball fans,
celebrating their first NCAA
championship since 1978,
are not worrying about the
departure of Final Four MVP
Tony Delk and fellow seniors
Walter McCarty and Mark
Pope.
Meanwhile, Murray State
followers . - - -....- - .
have had SPORTS
s i n c e
March 13 TALK
to
mull ~--------~
over the MIICE
loss of two- 0 HSTROM
time Ohio ' - - -- - - - - J
Valley Conference Player of
the Year Marcus Brown and
six seniors that helped the
Racers capture the OVC regular season crown.
MSU fans, fear not.
Head coach Mark Gottfried
has assembled a solid group
of recruits that would make
master salesman/taco aficionado Rick Pitino green
with envy.
Gottfried ·has signed two
junior college transfers and
two high school seniors, and
has verbal commitments
from two more prep stars,
who must sign a national letter-of-intent with MSU by
Wednesday.
With Vincent Rainey as
the only returning starter
from this year's 19-10 team,
several
members
of
Gottfried's
first
Racer
recruiting class could nail
down a spot on the starting
roster by the beginning of
next season.
Dennis Dahl should fill the
center position admirably. A
6'11" juco from Iowa Central
Community College, Dahl
averaged 10 points and six
rebounds during his freshman campaign, equaling the
total output of seniors
Dwayne Davis and Quennon
Echols combined.
At power forward, 6'7"
Matt Harris must break
through to capture playing
time from 6'8" transfer
Arnell Hamilton, who averaged 20 points and nine
rebounds as Alabama's Mr.
Basketball two years ago.
Hamilton could also spell
Dahl if he has foul trouble.
Incoming recruit Michael
Turner, a 6'8" forward from
Nashville, Tenn., is the
brother of former Orlando
Magic reserve Jeff Turner,
whose game is similar to
that of Harris · hit the open
jumper and crash the boards.
Wing
player
Darren
Dawson will have to tum his
freshman flop into sophomore success, as he should
have 6'6" signee Kijana
Howard and 6'7" freshman
Isaac Spencer nipping at his
heels. Gottfried also has substitute Isaac Bullock and 6'4"
shooter Aaron Page (who
verbally committed to MSU
over Ohio State) to give
Rainey a rest at off guard.
At the point, Gottfried can
use rookie surprise Jack
Owens or 6'2" Chad
Townsend, who will have
met eligibility requirements
after transferring from St.
Edward's University in
Austin, Texas a year ago.
And there is always walkon Jarrod Martin, who is
shorter than the 5'11" he is
listed at but whose desire,
ballhandling, quickness and
shooting will be of value.
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Lady Racers run
OVC lead to 5-0
BY BRIAN SMITH
ASSISTANT SI'OitTS EDITOR

Danny VoweiVPhoto Editor

Sophomore Martha Zimmer's backhand return Wednesday afternoon helped the Lady Racers beat
Southeast Missouri State and improve their record to S-0 in Ohio Valley Conference play. Zimmer
lost her singles match but won her doubles contest with teammate Brooke Berryman 8-6.

The Murray State women's tennis team has
been chewing up Ohio Valley Conference competition this spring, and little changed Wednesday
at the Bennie Purcell Tennis Courts.
The Lady Racers defeated Southeast Missouri
State 6-3 to up their OVC record to 5-0.
The Lady Racers came out mentally and physically ready to play against the Otahkians, and it
showed from the start. The team of freshman
Brooke Berryman and sophomore Martha
Zimmer led the way in sweeping. the doubles
matches. This made it easier for the Lady
Racers in singles competition, because they only
had to win two matches to win the contest.
Berryman has won her last four singles matches in a row. Berryman is pleased with her perfonnance and is excited with the team's play.
..I've been playing really well as of late, and it

Men's tennis sweeps 'Death Valley'
Racers lose two
matches on trip
BY CHRIS CAMPBELL
SI'ORTS

STAFF

WRITER

The trip to 'Death Valley' was
filled with nothing but light
and life for the Murray State
men's tennis learn.
Dropping only two matches
for the entire weekend, the
Racers are getting it done in
tenns of proving their conference domination.
The team is preparing for
probably its Loughest foe to
date in defending Ohio ·Valley
Conference champion Middle
Tennessee State, and this past

weekend they showed they
have what it takes to go the distance.
Against Morehead State on
Friday, the team went for the
clean sweep of the Eagles, but
fell just shy when Eric
Gressman lost his singles
mat~h. The Racers walked out
of Morehead with an impressive 6-1 win.
On Saturday, the team traveled down the road to
Richmond lo take on the
Colonels of Eastern Kentucky.
This turned out even better
than the prcviou~ day's win
over Morehead, as the teBLn
cleaned house 7-0.
Raoul
Bax
replaced
Gressman at the #6 position in

singles play, and it proved to be
a wise move as the Racers
swept the singles matches.
Senior Pontus Hiort ran his
consecutive win streak as
MSU's top seed to 14, and John
Rendina also tacked on easy
victories for the Racers with
straight-set singles wins over
the two-day period.
The only fault the Racers had
against EKU was the doubles
loss by Gressman and Shane
McMillan. The loss did not
affect the overall point standings, as MSU took the doubles
point two matches to one.
Freshman Chris Hayden continued to show his worth, going
undefeated in the two contests.
"It is great to see a freshman

Off Campus
Racer Card
services will
start within the
next two weeks
at Papa John's
and Pockets!

step up like Chris has," said
head coach Mel Purcell. "He
will be here for the next four
years, and I am glad to know
that he will be a good asset for
us to have."
With the victories this past
weekend, the Racers will take
an undefeated spring season
record against OVC opponents
going into Sunday's contest
with MTSU at 3 p.m. at the
Bennie Purcell Tennis Courts.
"Middle Tennessee has been
really dominant these past few
seasons, so it adds pressure (on
us) to win," said Purcell at the
beginning of the season. "We
are focusing on this match and
believe that we can come away
with the victory."

feels really good to win," Berryman said. "The
team has been playing exceptionally well, and.
we try to keep each others confidence up at all
times when we are playing."
Following a road trip in which the Lady Racers
pounded Morehead State 9-0 Friday in
Morehead and trounced Eastern Kentucky 8-1
on Saturday in Richmond, bead coach Connie
Keasling is ecstatic about the way her team is
playing against conference foes. Despite the lack
of senior leadership, this team lived up to
Keasling's expectations on Wednesday.
"These players are stepping up and giving all
they can when they play, and that makes up for
the lack of senior leadership," Keasling said.
"SEMO brought in two foreign players in the
middle of this season, and they are a .-eally
tough team, but we stepped up to the challenge
and came out on top."
The Lady Racers next face Tennessee Tech on
Saturday in Cookeville, Tenn.

Men and women swing for success
The Murray State men's and women's tennis teams passed their latest
opponents with relative ease, beginning with the Racers' shutout of
Eastern Kentucky Saturday In Richmond and ending Wednesday when
the Lady Racers beat Southeast Missouri State in Murray.

MSU 7, EKU 0

MSU 6, SEMO 3

Singles:

Slngl•:
No. 1 • Vanderstappen (SEMO)

No. 1 • Hiort (MSU) clef.
Williams 6:3, 6-4; No. 2 - Rendina
(MSU) clef. Cheng 6-2, 6-3; No. 3
·Hayden (MSU) clef. Porter 6-2, 46, 6-4; No. 4 • Hawthorne (MSU)
def. Haney 6-0, 6·1 ; No. 5 McMillan (MSU) clef. Dewey 6-3,
6·2; No. 6 • Bax (MSU) def.
Sellars 6-2, 6-3.

clef. cates 6-4, 6-4; No. 2 •
Slowikawska (SEMO) def. Zimmer
6·2, 6·2; No. 3 • Novikova (SEMO)
clef. Carroll 6-3, 7-6 (7-3); No.4Benyman (MSU) clef. Wood 6·2,
6-1; No. 5- Gemmill (MSU) def.
Stutter 6-3, 6-o; No. 6 • Brooks
(MSU) clef. Gruber 6-3, 6·3.

Doublea:

Doubl•:

No. 1 • Zimmer/Benyman (MSU)
def. Vanderstappen/Novikova 9·8:
No.2· Cates/Carroll (MSU) def.
Slowikawska/Stutter 9-7; No.3·
Gemmill/Janes (MSU) def.
Wood/Gruber 8-4.

No. 1 - Rendina/Hawthome
(MSU) clef. Oewey/Cheng 8-3; No.
2 • Hiort/Hayden (MSU) clef.
Haney/Porter 8·1 ; No. 3 •
Sellars/Williams (EKU) def.
McMillan/Gressman 8·5.

Mike Ohsttom/Sports Editor

Marketing Assistant/Student Worker

Bypass Mini Storage
21 new units opening at the end of April.

Help develop and execute promotions for Hawaiian
Tropic suncare buisness. Prepare
promotional and sales materials. Assist in all
aspects of marketing a top-selling suncare brand.

Why bother moving things all the way
back home?
You can store them safely and cheaply
only a few blocks from campus.

15-20 hours per week from May 15 - Sept. 1
(dates flexible).
Reports to Vice-President /Marketing.

Receive a $5per month summer discount with

Pocket's

@ '@1!!'-

Please call: ·V icky Busy
Phone #: 753-1362
or drop otT/mail your resume to:

this ad.
Call now for placement on our waiting list.

759-2225

More details to come.

121 Bypass
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They're Here!
1996 Shield Yearbooks
will be distributed
beginning
Wednesday, April 10- 30
Hours: 8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Place: Room 121 - Wilson Hall

ELECTIONS
2-7 p.m.
Tuesday, April 9
8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Wednesday, April 10
Curris Center Theater
Positions open for election:

'

•

PRESIDENT
VICE PRESIDENT
SECRETARY

'

\
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Spring Fling

Racers open spring football practice
BY BRANDON MORRIS
SI>EOAL TO THE M URRAY STAT£ NEWS

Editor's Note: The Murray State
football team opened its 15-date
spring practice schedule March 28 in
preparation for the annual Blue-Gold
scrimmage April 20 at Stewart
Stadium.
At the request ofThe Murray State
News, 6'3•, 280-pound offensive line, man Brandon Morris, a transfer from
Navy, has prepared a two-part diary
chronicling the Racers' workouts.
Morris, a junior from Russellville,
is one of three Division I-A transfers
signed for MSU's 1996 campaign.

U.S. Naval Academy this semester, I found myself back in pads
for the first time in a year. I started off very slow, and felt as if I
were a rookie all over again.
Through redundant run-blocking
drills and tedious pass protection
exercises, I knew that tomorrow I
would be sore. Practice seemed to
crawl by: every one of the 24 periods seemed like an hour itself, not
a mere five minutes.
The offense was not fortunate
enough to have gone against the
defense, but we knew that would
be in store for tomorrow.

Thursday- Day 1:

Friday - Day 2:

After meeting in the offensive
line "war room" from 2:30 until
3:15, it was time to get dressed
and on the field. Being the first
day, we only went out in shorts,
along with shoulder pads and helmets. This definitely did not slow
down the intensity of practice,
though.
Having transferred from the

Today definitely proved to be
much more intense than yesterday. Every practice begins with a
one-on-one situation in t he middle
of the team circle - an offensivedefensive battle that proves to be
exciting no matter the winner.
After this, the offense and defense
separated and did their own
thing.

Offensive players proceed to run
plays against a skeleton defense
to get the mind set for 11-on-11
action. After this, it's off to individual work. This is where the
majority of practice is spent with
fellow offensive linemen and, of
course, Coach (Mike) Markuson.
Drill after
drill prepares us to
come together and
face the defense as
a whole, where the
serious hitting will
begin. A huge congregation occurs
and the ball is set
MORRIS
down for the two
forces to face one another. After
this, we did some more one-on-one
blocking, followed by some threeon-three dri)Is before practice
comes to a close.

Saturday - Day 3:
Today was a scrimmage that
lasted approximately 45 minutes.
Before we began, we were

required to be here at 6:45 a.m. to
dress and be ready for an early
practice due to the track meet.
We practiced for about 50 minutes, which consisted of simple
drills involving run blocking, pass
blocking and mostly technique
concentration. Then the scrimmage began, and the fun followed.

Tuesday - Da y 4:
After two days off, it was back
on the field in full gear. Practice
began traditionally with the offensive line going out on the field
approximately 30 minutes earlier
than everyone else. We did our
basic drills, but today proved to be
a real challenge for the offensive
line. The defense came out fired
up and played extremely well.
Since the beginning of practice
Thursday, I can see major
improvements in every group on
the field . The defensive line has
made landmark gains in their
game, but I must give credit to
everyone.

( Something for
Any & AU Occasions)

Quality Merchandise
Reasonably Priced

The charming yellow cottage at

408 S. 12th St. in Murray
753- 0545

(and don,t forget o ur
delicious g ourmet gift baskets.)

Wednesday - Day 5:
Because of yesterday's intensity
during practice, we practiced only
in shorts, shoulder pads, and helmets today. There was also a little
incentive to give it our all in
today's practice, as well as tomorrow's scrimmage, because if we
performed well, we would have no
practice on the Friday before
Easter weekend.
Practice went by extremely fast
today, but was definitely not easy.
Even though, we didn't have to do
any full contact team drills, the
offensive line squared off against
the defensive line for one-on-one
running and passing drills. Over
all, it was a light practice. We
have to prepare for the scrimmage
facing us tomorrow.
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Great Gifts!
Graduation - Mother's Day
Wedding - Farewell
Thank You - Birthday

The most inspiring trait of our
team is the unity. On the field, it
is offense versus defense, but off
the field there is only a football
team. Everyone is joined by that
bond.

Just.for
sen1ors

641 South

Are you looking for a job
that pays well? Here are the
facts. Only nine percent of
the work force hold advanced
degrees (masters and a bove).
But those people hold 36 percent
$100,000 per year.
If the amount of money you can earn makes a
difference to you, consider staying in college. An
advanced degree can make a big difference in your
future earning power.
To rmd out more about graduate study at Murray
State University, contact your advisor.

Puryear, Tenn.

901-247-5798

Serving Mexican ·Food
& Deli Sandwiches from
11 a.m. - 11 p.m.
Bar

till m id ·

Call 762·3779
Do it for your future.

MORE

APRIL 5, llam-Spm
At Merv Griffin's Landing
FREE Food, Drinks & Giveaways!

Drive Away
A Winnerf

Regiiler at Metv Groffin·, Loncl.ng No purchoie ne«5.ary, must be 21 yeors old
Complele rules ovo,lable at Ployen Coiino

POCOHANTAS kep
I've had some good days in my life!
One day I g9t to meet the President,
One day I got to meet my idol,
One day I got to hold my
newborn sister,
One day I got to graduate,
But the best day of my life,
That day, I got to meet you!

HAPPY 20TH BIRTHDAY!

THE TEXAN rsi jr
•

)

0

Stop in today and take Arby's Sub Challenge.
Taste for yourself what people who love subs
are saying about Arby's. We think you'll agree. '-I.. .~~

Arby's
507 N. 12th St.

rAllY SUbSi"nd~~-- -l
JOhnconft ~
$1 •99
I
.
-n.c~~~
~ I

••
• •

"It very well could be the
best sub I've ever tasted."

•

1Up to 4 Sandwiches wirn ._.)upon &, 1

L------------:.J
Expires April 12 lllilll:iMfado!·l·l

I

The Murray Slllk New!!
April~.

SCORECARD

1996

1:59.73. 200- 1. Ward, 22.51. 3.
Smith, 23.11. 4 . Jett, 23.37.
1,600 relay - 1. MSU (Jett,
Ward, Calhoun, Smith), 3:25.79.

Track & Field
MSU INVITATIONAL
Saturday at Stewart Stadium
MSU Men's Results - Murray
State 206, Bethel College 42,
Vanderbilt 41 , Southern Indiana
35, Tennessee Tech 32,
Tennessee-Martin 2.
Pole vault - 1. Mike
Claycomb, 15·0. 2. Shawn
Edmondson, 13·6. 5,0oo-meter
run- 4. Todd Duff, 16:40.8. 8
Keith Clemons, 17:17.2. Shot
put -1 . Nick Murray, 41 -5. 2.
Rod Smith, 35·9 1/2.
long jump - 1. Reginald
Swinton, 23·10 3/4. Discus - 1.
Murray, 125-4 1/4. 2. Smith,
123-1. Triple Jump- 2.
Swinton, 45·7 1/4. Javelin- 1.
Claycomb, 162·5 1/2. 2.
Kwabene ldlette, 156-5. 3. Ryan
A1ce, 154·8 1/2. 4. Adam Settle,
153-7. 400-meter relay- 1.
MSU (Eric Calhoun, Swinton,
Kirk Smith, Gregg Ward), 43.47.
1,500- 1. Jason McKinney,
4:01 .96. 4. Jeremy Sobecki,
4:12.11 . 7. Kevin Terry, 4:23.3.
400 - 1. Ward, 49.88. 3.
Anthony Jett, 51 .31. 4 Calhoun,
51 .91 . 5. Jeremy Ford, 52.75.
100- 3. Sm1th, 11 .52. BOO- 1.
McKinney, 1:53.49. 3. Brad
Mason, 1:56.06. 4. Tony Jonas,

Sports
Notebook

Sports Calendar
TODAY
Baseball- Tennessee-Martin vs. Murray State (2) at 1 p.m. at Reagan
Field
Equestrian - Murray State University Intercollegiate Horse Show at the
West Kentucky Livestock Show and Exposition Center
Men's Golf- Marshall University Intercollegiate in Huntington, W.Va.
Rugby· Southern Illinois University Tournament

MSU Women's Results MSU 176, Austin Peay State
108, UT·M 85, VU 65, TTU 39.
Shot put- 2. Dawn Miller, 4010 314. 4. Teressa Powell, 36·4
1/2. 5. Sherry-Ann Thomas, 33·
11 1/2. long jump - 1. Memette
Forde, 17·5. 3. Dana Belfair, 1511 1/2. Discus- 2. Miller, 125·1
3/4. 3. Powell, 105·6. High
jump - 5. Lori Kemp, 4-8.
Triple jump - 2. Phyllis
Jackson, 35· 1/4. Javelin· 1.
Miller, 94-3. 2. Powell, 86·1 1
1/2. 3. Thomas, 82·9 1/2. 400
relay • 1. MSU (Charlene
Shobe, Forde, Jackson, Felicia
Ford), 48.5. 3,000 - 7 . Jennifer
Bottom, 12:04.6. 8. Laura
Bohanon, 12:12.6.
1,500 - 2. Renee Haley,
4:59.1. 8. Ashley Lubbehusen,
5:18.2. 400- 1. Ford, 58.66. 2.
Shobe, 59.39. 5. Belfair,
1:00.66. 10Q-meter hurdles · 3.
Jackson, 14.86. 100- 2. Forde,
12.64. 800 • 1. Charmaine
Thomas, 2:14.46. 4. Haley,
2:24.77. 400 hurdles- 1.
Jackson, 1 :03.88. 200 - 1. Ford,
26.13. 5. Belfair, 27.34. 1,600
relay - 1. MSU (Forde, Shobe,
Ford, Thomas), 3:55.1 .

SATURDAY
Baseball· Tennessee-Martin vs. Murray State ~t 1 p.m. at Reagan
Field
Equestrian - Regional Intercollegiate Horse Show at the Expo Center
Men's Golf· Marshall University Intercollegiate in Huntington, W.Va.
Men's Tennis- Murray State vs. Tennessee Tech at 10 a.m. in
Cookeville, Tenn.
Rugby- Southern Illinois University Tournament
Track and Field • Ole Miss Invitational in Oxford, Miss.
Women's Golf - Eastern Kentucky Colonel Classic In Richmond
Women's Tennis- Murray State vs. Tennessee Tech at 1 p.m. in
CookeVIlle, Tenn.

SUNDAY
Men's Tennis- Middle Tennessee State vs. Murray State at 3 p.m. at
the Bennie Purcell Tennis Courts
Women's Golf - Eastern Kentucky Colonel Classic in Richmond

MONDAY
Men's Golf • Morehead State Intercollegiate in Morehead

TUESDAY
Baseball - Murray State vs. Evansville at 3 p.m. in Evansville, Ind.
Men's Golf • Morehead State Intercollegiate in Morehead

WEDNESDAY
Baseball • Memphis vs. Murray State at 2:30 p.m. at Reagan Field
Women's Tennis - Middle Tennessee State vs. Murray State at 2:30
p.m. at the Bennie Purcell Tennis Courts

Fe licia Ford a nd Gregg W ard have been named as
the Racers of the Week.
By winning four events and 25 points apiece, the two
Murray State sprinters led their respective track and field
squads to their first meet wins in two years at the Murray
State Invitational Saturday at Stewart Stadium.
Ford, a senior from Cape Girardeau, Mo.. was first to the
finish line in the 200-meter dash in 26.33 seconds and took
the 400 in 58.66 seconds. Ford anchored the Lady Racers'
victorious 4x I 00-meter relay , which completed its race in
48.5 seconds, and ran the third leg of MSU's 4x400 relay
'team , which finished in a season-best time of three mintues
and 55.1 seconds.
Ward, a junior from St. Michael's, Barbados, claimed first
place in the same events as Ford. Ward delivered a personal record in the 200 of 22.51 seconds and a season record
of 49.88 seconds in the 400. As the anchor leg of the 4x I 00
squad, Ward brought the Racers across the finish line in a
season record of 43.47 seconds, and while running third in
the 4x400 relay, he ran his quarter-mile split in 5 I A seconds
as the Racers won the race in 3:25.79.
'

Mike Ohstrom/Sports Editor

CIASSIFIEDS
PERSONALS
MSUGA lmpreulve ahowtng It Car·
bondlle convention.
Blip
TUB I'm going to mlu you. Could
you wortt on S.turdey ao I can
apend aome time with you on Sunday? ccw
Congrata, Mlu MSU. Remember, I
am Pf'OUd of who you are, never the
tltiH you hold. Thenka for your
Inner beauty end for making me the
luc:kleat guy I know.
To At$ : Had fun at Fernterrac:e
dance. Love, the alatere of Af,\.
Gtt reedy for Afo Golf cl..alc: April
20. For lnformltlon, ell( • O.m.
Hey Plkesl We heel • bleat It the
campoutl Thankel We love you!
Vote Heather Hawkins fOf SGA tee:·
retaryl 12 on the ballot.
Vote Me!With Major fOf SGA VIcePresident! 11 on the ballot.
The alate,.. of AIA would like to
thank the brothera of An> for yet
anoth« lncrwcllble mlaer.
Vote Shawn Smee for SGA aec:reta"l

FOR SALE

TANNING BEDS • Wolff end Sunmuter. Fectory direct to public:.
Eliminate middle man. Save hundreda. Money baelc guarantee.
Home or commerc:tal. Eaay pey·
menta.. Free cltal~. 800-Keep-A·
Tan Of aoo-533-7282.
$555 POOLS POOLS $555 • Free
asaembly on new 19K31 family pool
during eer1y bird special. lnc:ludea
dec:k, filter, liner, heating device and
morel 100% financing. 800-846·
2725.
WOLFF TANNING BEDS, MONTEGO
BAY • Home a c:ommerc:lel unlta.
Factory direct. Financing available.
90 days aeme as cash. Unlta atart
II lOW IS $109. Ceii80G-247-4301 .
PRESSURE CLEANERS PSI· 1150.
$99; 1S00.$299; 350G-S899; Honda
contractor 340041399; complete,
fec:tory direct, tax free , loweat
prlc:ea guaranteed, catalog, 24
houra, 800-333-9274.
LOG HOMES - Design aervlc:. ..
Free brochure. Honeat Abe l og
Homes, 3855 Clay County Highway,
Dept CK, Mou, T e n - 38575.
800-231·34595.
COOKWARE SET • 17 plec:e waterl eu, gre11eleu, 7-ply aurglcal
ateel conatructlonl Retail $1,400.00,
now $3991 Free $250.00 febuloua
Franc:lac:en bone china aetl Member
BBBI Wamtntyl 800-434-4828.

STEEL BUILDINGS SALE • 5,000+
alzes. 30a40x10, $4,835; 40a60a14,
$1,a18;
50x60a12,
$9,512;
50x100x16, $15,870; &OxaOK14,
$14,290; 60K100x16, $17,619. Quell·
ty, aervlc:e end exc:ellenc:e. Free
brochuree. Sentinel Bulldlnp, 800327-0790.

SPRING CLEARANCE ON POOLS!
Save like never before on huge
19'K31 ' o.d. pool only 98811ncfud•
sundec:k, fence, A filter. 100%
flnanc:lngl Installation arranged!
Call now toll free! 800.759-6058.
Limited areal

TWO STEEL BUILDINGS • Public
liquidation. 40'1124' now S2,4aO,
open enda. 50'K79' now $8,380.
Guaranteed complete with blueprlnta. Can deliver. 800.292..0111 .

DIABETICS! FREE SUPPUES HOME
DELIVERY • Muat have Medicare or
lnaurence, to qualify muat take
lnaulln. Sorry no HMO'a call 800762-8026. S.tlafllc:tlon gua,..nteed.
Mention 2037.

SCOTT ANTIQUE MARKETS •
Atlanta, Georgie 1-285 at Joneaboro
Roed, 2400 boo1ha. Aprll12·14, 2nd
w.ekend every month. Ohio State
Falrgrounde, Cola., Ohio, 1-71, EKII
17th Avenue, 1000 bootha, April '1:7
& 28 (614) 569-4112.

MOBILE HOME LOANS • 5% down,
refinancing, equity loan. Free sell·
era pec:kege, lancl and home loena.
Green Tree Financial, 800--895-1900.
Netlon'a leading mobile home
lender.

WOLFF TANNING BEDS • Tan at
home.. Buy direct and uvel Commerc:lel end home unlta from
$199.00. Low monthly payment._
Free color catalog. Cell today 8()().
842·1305.

MOBILE HOME REPOS FOR SALE •
Slnglea and doubles. Financing
available. Clean, leta model homes.
Green Tree Flnenc:lal Corporation of
Kentucky. 606-223·1010, 800-221·

8204.

HELP WANTED
SUMMER OPPORTUNITY - PerfKt
aummet" job • beautiful Mttlng on
large, clear Meine take, caring and
energetic: peera, 1811c:hlng your aklll,
and you uve money. Can you teach
any of the following • tennis,
archery, nature, video, riflery, windturfing, canoeing, ulllng, baal(et·
ball, ceramlce, woodWork, awlm·
mlng (WSI or Lifeguard)? Age 19+.
Tranportetlon provided. 811 a • 811 a.
Cell Camp Winnebago, 800·932·
1646 or 703-437-0808 or write 1606
Wllhlngton Plaza, Raaton, VA
22090;
E· Mall
eddreea:
PHILCWHVOeol.c:om. see our
Home
page
at
http:/twww.centcon.c:omi~Winneba·

go.
MAKE A DIFFERENCE! At Camp
Jened. We provide e holiday fM
edulta with • wtde range of dlublll·
u... Wort! In the Cetaklll ,Mountains
of Hew Yort! Steta. Meet fr\enda and
have en axpen.nca you'll tre11ure
for life. June 3 • Auguat 23. llfeguarda, cooke (814) 434-2253, E·
m.ll CempJenedOIOI.c:om Of write
P.O. Box 483, Roc:k HIU, NY 12n5.
CAMP COUNSELORS WANTED:
Trlmdown Fltneaa, coed camp
located In the Ceblklll Mountains of
NY. All spo!U, water-aiding, canoeIng, ropea, llfeguarda, c:reftl, denc:e,
aeroblce, nutrition, ldtc:han, offlc:.,
120 positions. can camp Shane.
(800) 292·22e7.
DRIVERS • Solo Of tuma, $2000.00
sign-on. Top teama earn $104,000+,
top tralnera earn 70k+, maJor benefila, motel & deadhead pay.
Covenant T,..nsport 800-441,.394.
Studenta call 80Q..338-&42a.
SSSAVON$$$ • $7·$15 1 hour. Free
Info packet. Free ahlpplng. Free
credit. (80% by telephone) Start up
hotllne aoo-SELL·AVON. Start up
rebate. EKtre Income. Realdual
Income. Independent Rapreaentallve 8()().735-6288.
EXPERIENCED DRIVERS· New pay
ac:ale, premium c:onventlonela,
vans, flsta, dedicated, up to 32e per
mile, full benefits. Bulldera Trant·
port 800-822·2189, eKt. ~.
EPES HAULING · A flat bed c:o~
ny neecla experlenc:ed drive,... Epea
Hauling offara: ·F latbed training ,
greet pay, 94 and 95 conventions!
trac:tora, stop off, tarp pey, safety

and performance bonus, medical
and dental lnsurenc:e, vacation and
holiday pay. 401K plan, utelllte
c:ommunlcatlon. Cell 800·248--8537
Of 800-221-9620 for Information on •
company that carea. Company dtl·
vera end owner operators needed.
ATTN: EXPERIENCED TRUCK DRI·
VERS TO OWHI • $0 down and 78c
ell mllea. Owner.hlp polllble In 18
montha. Avg. 10,000+ mllea •
month. Company drivers: nawer
equipment. Competitive pay and
biMflta. Cell: New Apple Linea eoo843-8308 or 800--843-3384, Madlaon,
SO. Mon· Frl 8-5 pm central: Calli
DRIVERS, SINGLES OR TEAMS •
010 leaae program. No money
down. Muat meet DOT requirement.
Late modal welk·ln. Call Arc:tlc
Expreaa 800-927-0431.
U.S. TRUCKING • A truc:k ftet c:on·
tractor with Landater Ligon In
Nashville, TN 30c • mile, routed
home weeflenda, full baneffla. Mull
have 1 year O.O.T. Exp. 8()().828833&.

DRIVERS, OTR • Slngl• and teams
n.ded. Competitive pay, medlc:el
benetlta, ualgned conventfonsla.
Minimum 22 with 6 montha tractor·
trailer experlenc;e. Call Ra.drunner
Olatrlbutlon todeyl 800-790-1888.
DRIVERS, SEMI TT • $1300 algn-on.
Empty A loaded mileage pay,
monthly Incentive bonua. lmmedf.
ate lnsurenc:. c:overege. Excellent
beneflta. MD T,..naport Systama
800-628-1988 (EOE).
DRIVERS, OTR · ADS $1 ,000 algn·
on bonua! Limited openings for
experienced
flatbed
drlvera.
Aulgned c:onventlonala, beneflta,
401 K and more. Cell today! 800-6483438, eltt. 1016. Owner operatora
welc:omel
SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE · Now
at over 20 Job Corps Centera for
young adulta agea 18-24. Over 100
career c:holcee. Free baneflta, room
and board. 800-585-4062.
HEW IMPROVED PAY PACKAGE •
Offered by Beech Trucking .for
regional d river. Be home every
weekend & start at 26C with month·
ly bon-. Cell 800-399-3901 . EOE.
TRUCK DRIVERS HEEDED • To
operlte 48 et.atea. No Canada. Haul
dry freight. No Haz·Mel Excallent
pey & beneflta. Minimum 1 year

OTR experience. can Continental
E11preaa ~115-4473.
DRIVERS, EOE · Join e team of leada,.., Mevertc:k drlvera, a tough ac;t to
follow. Enjoy beneflta and getting
home. Maverick T,..nsportatlon, Inc.
800-289-1100.
DALLAS & MAVIS • needa owner
operetore with flltbed t,..llere and
alde-klta for our Kentucky and Ten·
neesee ope,..tlona. Join one of
Amarlc:a'e premier c:errlera. 800·
299-2902 or 800-M8-2424.
DRIVERS NEEDED • With flatbed
experience by multi-fleet ownera,
1e11e to Oallea a t.tevla. Excellent
pay end work environment. Con·
ventlonel tractora. &Oo-444-6648.
DRIVERS, CALL TRISM TRANS·
PORT · FOf your career opportunity.
1300 sign-on. Start 28c • mlle.
Home oftan. 115-96 c:onventJonllla. 1
year OTR end
monthe' flatbed
experience. 800--84~5820.

a

DRIVERS EXPERIEN CED, OTR •
TlieG of long hou,.. & low pay? Earn
up to $40-65,000 a year and top benefits with Roehl. Ouelcomm. 48 &
53' van or flatbed. OropA swap. 95%
no touch. Sign on bonus. Tlllk to
our drive,.., Driver trai ners and
teama welcome. IJ00.46'7~.

NOTICE
ATTENTION MARRIED WOMEN •
Cont•tanta wanted fOf M,.., Kentucky AmericaGD pageant. For free
Information, c:all aoc>-688-8413. You
muat uk for Judy.
PAGEANT: Wanted glrla ages 3· 19
for Mlu Kentucky Coed Teen, PreTsen, Pr1ncesa Pageant. Appllc:etlon or broc:hure, cell aoo-..84-9262,
ext. 8705$10,000 In prlzea awarded.

"TtiE BATTLE OF SACRAMENTO,"
• Nathan Bedford Forrelt'e flret c:ev·
airy battle ol the Civil War, will be
reenacted May 17, 18,19 1996 at
Sec:remanto, Kentucky. Living hla·
tory demonat,..tlona of crett.manahlp, c:hemplonahlp c:evelry rec:H
Saturday and Sunday; battlefield
bell Saturday night featuring Suton'a Coronet Send. lnlormatlon,
City Hell 502·736-5274, Fax 502·7385042,
LIFETIME COLLECTION OF FINE
FIREARMS, AUCTION • Slturday,
April 13th, Wlae, VIrginia. Over 250

gunal Call 423-928-1471
for
brochure. Sterling Auc:tlon,TFL
1915, VAAR 1556.
FUHORAISER • Motivated groupa
needed to urn $500+ promottno
AT&T, Dlacover, end gas and retell
carda. Since 1969, - ·ve helped
thouunde of groupa ralaa the
money they need. Call Gina at (800)
592·2121 ext. 110. Free CO to quail·
fled c:alle,...
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTSII I
GRANTS AND SCHOLARSHIPS
AVAILABLE! billions of $$$ IN PRI·
VATE FUNDING. QUALIFY IM,.EOI·
ATELY. 1 800 AID-2-HELP ( 1 800
243·2435).
WARM, LOVING HOST FAMILIES •
aought for high achool foreign
e11c:hsnge atudent arriving In
August. Call AISE at 80G-SIBUNG
for further lnfOfmltlon.
ATTENTION VETERANS • Home
loane to purchase or refi nance.
100% purc:hesu, 90% reflnenc:ea up
to $1«,000..00. Phone Clarence
Phllllpe Mortgage Company, &15684-1029.

SERVICES
A BEAtmFUL CANDLEUGHT · Old·
Feahloned Wedding, Smolly Mountain near Gatlinburg, overlooking
river, horse-drawn carnage, cabins,
Jacuzzi, ordained mlnlltera. No test
or waiting. Heartland 800-448-8697
(VOWS)
GET MARRIE.O • Smoky Mountalna,
elegant new white c:hepel. Lovely
gazebo, effordable prlcaa, Chrlatlan
servlc:H, complete arrangemente,
honeymoon cabins, i•cuuls and
flreplac:ea. No teata oc welting. 8()().
893·7274.
MYRTLE BEACH • Tlmeahare
reaalea, foreclosure weeke. Sum·
mer reel
13295. Spring golf
red $1795. Beautifully fumlahed
units. Sleepe 6, 1 112 bath.. Health
facility. Deeded. RCI . Financing
available. 800-799-0798.

weeu

CLASSIFIED AD POLICY

BUSINESS
SERVICES
FOR RENT
FOR SALE

Ads may be mailed along w1th payment to:
Claaalfleds Department, The Murray Statft N~tws
2609 Universily Station, Murray, Kentucky 42071·3301
OR bring it to Wilson Hall Am. 111

HELPWANTEO

COUNTRY PINES, PIGEON FORGE,
GATUHBURG · Beautiful luxury log
homee. Huge hot tuba, mlnutea
from Oollywood, mountain views.
800-LOG-STAY, 800-584-7829.
WEDDING BEU..S IN THE SMOKIES
• A unique wedding chapel, every·
thing fOf leu. Spec:lel offer: c mony, plc:turee, video, flowe,..,
$110.00. Give ua • call. 800-922·
2052.
PANAMA CITY BEACH • HorW>n
South R Condomlnluma. 1, 2 or 3
bedroom fully equipped unlta, 3
poola, jacuzzi, tennla & more.
Friendly family atmosphere. Dally,
wHkly, monthly. 800-334-4010,
A BEAUTIFUL CtiAPEL • Chrllttan
marrlagea, Gatlinburg 's original
c:hapela (alnc:e 1980). Four loc:atlona, any budget, photography,
mualc, flowera, llmoa. jec:uzzl
sultaa, fireplaces. Rev. Ed Taylor
800-34&-2n9.
ATTENTION, GET MARRIED IN THE
SMOKY MOUNTAINS • Weddings
atert at $99.00. We offer everything
from the tux to the limo.. No welting,
ordained mlnlater. 800--819-3397.

Racers!

LOST & FOUND
RIDES
MISC .

NOTICE

WORKWITH .
US PART TIME
ANDGETA

r------------------------------~

$1,500 BONUS.

Qualify to train with llie
Anny Reserve, and we'll make
it worth your while in more
ways than one.
You'll get a $1.500 bonus.
And you·u earn more than
S17,585 during a standard
enlistment And on top of this
you might be eligible to receive
$6,920 more for continuing
education and even qualify to
have a :federally insured student
loan repaid.
All this could be yours .for
serving only part time-usually one weekend a month plus
two weekg' Annual Training.

FIRST EVER

,.,-;~MINI-MASTERS

April 16 5 - 9 p.m.
at Sullivan's

r'R'£.'£.

r.

GO

AERho is holding its
18

ROMANTIC CANDLELIGHT WED·
DINGS • Smoky Mountelne,
ordained mlnlatera, elegant chapel,
phot~,..pha, flo,..ls, video, rec:eptlona, honeymoon c:ablna, flrelac:ea,
aac:ludecl,
kltchena,
ac:uzzla, apec:lel packegee. No
waiting or blood teat. O.tllnburg,
Tenneaiee 8()().933·7484 or 800WED-RING.

PERSONALS
ROOMMATES

With MSU ID: 10 ¢ per word W1thoot MSU ID: 15e per word
NO ADS WILL BE ACCEPTED OVER THE PHONE!

Advertise in TheMurray State News Classifieds

MARRY ON A MOUNTAIN • Be married In our magnHicant mountain·
top chapel aurrounded by treea &
awesome vlewa of the Smokleal
Pigeon Forge! For reservatlona
800·729-4365.

INDEX

Over 20 Words

Deadline .......Wednesday noon
Hours: Monday- Friday 8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Closed' on weekends and holidays

A BEAtmFUL CHAPEL WEOotNG •
In the Smoky Mountalna. Gatlin·
burg's Uttle log c:h8pel, Channing,
ruatlc:. Bordera national perk.. A
dream wedding to fit your budget.
8()().654-1451.

COMPLETE WEDDING SERVICES •
In Smoky Mountain Wedding
Chapell. Ruatic log end elegant
c ontemporary. Very affOfdable end
beautiful. Call IOf free Information.
800·262·5683 In Oollywood c:ountry.

ELEGANT SMOKY MOUNT~IN
WEDDINGS • Seven y"re eaperlen<:e, plan your spec:lal dey with ua.
Beautiful white chapels, ordained
mlnlatera, no blood test or waiting.
" Honeymoon Lodging" Gatlinburg,
800-258-6797, Plgeonforge a00-408-

RATES (Firat 20 Words)
With MSU ID: 15¢ per word W1thout MSU ID: 20e per word

asn.

Think about it.
Then think about us.
ThcncalJ:

roo\f

Entry fee $7
$20 per foursome

(502)

442 - 29 49

(90 l )

644 - 902 1

AnDable OD campua
7 5 3-0819

Large

Many prizes to be won call 762-4661
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NEWS

Production corning
to Lovett Auditorium

April 5,1996

CANDIDATES
Continued from Page 1

Jay Graham
5. Do you support the statement that the students' voices are not often heard or s ought In decisions at Murray State? Why? 1agree to a certain

STMF llf'OIT

-

The Murray State News

The Murray Civic Music Association will present '"Urban
Bush Women• in Lovett Auditorium at 8 p.m ., April 23.
-what I wanted to do was create poetry without words,"
said Jawole Willa Jo Zollar, a founder and artistic director of
the JI'OUp.
Using contemporary idioms and interdisciplinary forms, the
company has created dance and theatre works rooted in the
folklore and spiritual traditions of African-Americans.
'11u'o~ movement, live music and a cappella vocalizations
based on field hollers and chants~ "Urban Bush Women"
aplor. tu sf;ruggle, growth. transformation and survival of
the human spirit and ereates a powerful sense of comm unity.
"Urban Bush Woman" bas toured widelY in the United
States. The eompany bas also been presented at the Londrina
International Theater FestiVal in Brazil, has tOured England
twic:e under the &eiPs of the "Dance Umbrella Festival• and
"'Dance Theater W~op's Sui~ Fund," has a ppe&J:ed
throushout Gennany, in Amsterdam, in Jerusalem and in Tel
Aviv u pait of the Israel Festival, at the Montpellier Dance
and Lille Feltivala in France and at the Wiener
Internationales Tanz-Festival and Cultur Centrum
WolUnat.in in Austria.
.
The eoucert is free for all Murray State students whO present a valid MSU ID. AdmiiBion for all others is by MCMA
membership or tickets purchased a t the door.

extent. I believe that we have improved communication with the student body, but we are not at the point where we would like to be. 1 want to start an email system with the student senate to aid further in getting student input. The e-mail system, I hope, will aid us in making decisions where there is a
short time span in which to make that decision. 6. H elected, what are the key l asues y ou p lan t o address and how? I feel the Residential College
1ssue is a large issue, and I will do all I can to make sure the transition is smooth and the current communities that exist In the Residence Halls are preserved. In general, I will always fight for student issues. I feel very strongly about being the voice of the students on this campus and will fight for the students 110 percent.

Derek Somerville
6. If elected, what are the key Issues you plan to address and how? Initially, I think it is important to address the issue of whether or not the Student
Government is truly representing the entire student body, and if not, measures need to be made to ensure that it does. The Impact of Residential
Colleges, proposed fee increases, the new RSEC, and the recent treatment of students by our local government are all Important issues as well. These
issues must be addressed through an effective, cooperative, and representative Student Government.

Dave Washburn
5. Do you support the statement that students' voices are not often heard o r s ought In decisions at Murray State? Why? As far as the SGA is
concerned, No, I do not support the statement that student's voices are not often heard or .sought after in decisions. Senators are required to hold forums
in their respective colleges so students can voice their concern and express their Ideas. Students are either unaware of these forums or chose not to par·
ticipate. The Senate now has a public relations person dedicated to generating r-Ho-way communications and keeping students informed on senate activities. To ensure an accurate reflection of the entire student body, a random sample survey must be conducted at various points throughout the year. This
will enable the student government and the university center board to identify student concerns, act on them, and evaluate the successfulness of their
actions. 6. If elected, what are the key Issues you plan to address and how? Key issues to be faced by the next SGA president will be the comple·
lion and opening of the RSEC, the transition to ResidEJn!ial Colleges, and increasing student partiCipation in SGA. It will be necessary to guarantee student access to seating and other facilities within the RSEC. It will be necessary for SGA to work with the heads of the Residential Colleges In developing
programs and activities that are mutually beneficial. I will see to it that senators actively seek the opinions of their peers instead of relying on students to
come to them. Lastly, I plan to implement the survey method discussed above.
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